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A brief history of the Institute for Research on Poverty
by Elizabeth Evanson

Genesis
Certainly one of the justiJications for a large-scale grant
to a single institution as opposed to a whole set of small
project grants scattered out all over the place, is that you
reach a critical mass of research interest when you get a
group of people together who have similar interests, but
diferent backgrounds.
Robert Lampman, 1966'
The Institute was created in March 1966, when the University of Wisconsin-Madison reached agreement with the U.S.
Office of Economic Opportunity to establish a national tenter for study of "the nature, causes, and cures of poverty." A
national center, located in Madison, was a logical response
to the issues and the times.
When the federal government undertook new efforts to aid
the poor in the 1960s, it also determined that social programs
would be studied and evaluated to determine their effectiveness. In 1965 a presidential executive order directed all federal agencies to incorporate measures of cost effectiveness
and program evaluation into their decisions. The guiding
concept was that the policies and programs then being developed should be shaped by sound logic, firm data, and systematic thinking rather than by good intentions alone.
Charged with implementing the War on Poverty that President Johnson had declared in 1964, the Office of Economic
Opportunity (OEO) sought to establish a center where
experts would perform basic research, provide counsel, and
serve as a ready information source. To distance it from the
arena of day-to-day issues and problem-solving, the center
should be located outside of Washington. The University of
Wisconsin was a likely site in view of its long tradition of
applied social policy r e s e a r ~ h and
, ~ because several of its
faculty members had served on the staff of the president's
Council of Economic Advisers when the antipoverty strategy was being formulated. Prominent among them was
Robert Lampman, a member of the economics department,
who became interim director of the new institute and has
remained a guiding ~ p i r i t . ~
At first cool to the idea of becoming too closely involved
with immediate government activities at the expense of more
academic pursuits, the university accepted OEO's offer on
condition that the Institute exercise full authority in allocating grant funds to researchers, selecting research topics, and
publishing the results. The agreement signed on March 23

describes the essential features that characterize the Institute
today, even though the OEO has not existed for many years
and the optimistic belief that poverty could be eliminated
within one generation has faded.
The agreement specified that the Institute would embrace a
number of the social science disciplines; that it would
encourage new as well as established scholars to inquire into
the origins and remedies of poverty; that it would promote
sharing of knowledge among researchers and policy analysts
by means of conferences held at periodic intervals (see the
list of conferences, page 29); and that it would communicate
its findings through a publications program (the list of books
that the Institute has sponsored appears on page 33).
Institute staff, then as now, consisted of a director, advised
by an internal committee of faculty members and a national
advisory committee of members outside the university (see
page 24 for the names of those who have served on the
National Advisory Committee); researchers, who would
hold university appointments and divide their time between
teaching and the study of poverty-related topics of their own
choosing, subject to approval by the director and the advisory committees; and a support staff of research assistants,
editors, administrative and clerical personnel. (The support
staff was soon to be joined by a new group of specialistscomputer programmers.) Harold Watts, an economics professor at Wisconsin who had trained at Yale University and
had spent a year on leave at OEO's Division of Research and
Plans, became the first director in June 1966.

Formative years: 1966-1971
Research at the Institute has illuminated the difference to
the poverty count of different definitions of poverty, factors behind black and white income differentials, the
impact of inflation on the poor, the relationship of migration to poverty, the role of health and education, and
many other facets of the poverty problem. . . . The very
strength of the Institute in economics has almost defined
the mainline of research on the economics of poverty.
National Academy of Sciences, 19714
Once established, the Institute rapidly built up a research
staff and began to address the basic questions of poverty
research: Who are the poor, and how many are there? How
should we measure economic well-being, poverty, and

inequality? What are the particular causes of povertydiscrimination, lack of education, poor workings of the market system, cultural factors?
By the end of 1969 the Institute's research staff numbered
thirty: ten were economists and nine were sociologists.
Other fields represented by research affiliates in the 1960s
included political science, social work, law, education, rural
sociology, agricultural economics, home economics, psychology, anthropology, and geography.
In addition to individual projects that covered the topics
listed in the quotation above,5 a large portion of Institute
energies during the Watts directorship (1966-71) went into a
major, pioneering group effort: the design, conduct, and
analysis of the New Jersey Income Maintenance Experiment, soon followed by the Rural Income Maintenance
E~periment.~
These experiments studied the differential
behavioral responses to varying minimum income guarantees between a randomly selected group of individuals who
received benefits and a "control" group of randomly
selected persons who did not. The experiments were important to the evolution of the Institute as well as to poverty
research in general. Lampman commented in 1981 that it
would be hard to imagine what the Institute would have been
like without the New Jersey experiment, an outstanding
example of interdisciplinary research in close cooperation
with government planners.

Journal of Human Resources
One of the valuable results of the formation of the
Institute for Research on Poverty was the Journal of
Human Resources, a quarterly containing rigorous
economic analyses with policy implications. The JHR
began publication in the summer of 1966. It is cosponsored by IRP and the Industrial Relations Research
Institute of the University of Wisconsin-Madison.

In part because of its involvement with the complex design of
this large-scale experimentalundertaking, by 1971the Institute
had become a focal point of long-run research. It had a seasoned staff, a list of publications that included one hundred
Discussion Papers, eighty Reprints, and six books, and was
building a computing staff familiar with the new crosssectional data sets that provided information hitherto lacking
on the characteristics of low-income households-the Surveys
of Economic Opportunity (1966-67) and the annual Current
Population Surveys, conducted by the Census Bureau. On the
horizon lay the promise of longitudinal data sets, permitting
the study of individual behavior over time.
Because the Institute had been given a specific charge, to
investigate the nature, causes, and cures of poverty, it
evolved in a way that made it more than either a client of
government or a program-oriented collection of researchers
whose primary objective was, for example, to study antipoverty programs. Its dual purpose, to conduct basic research

and to analyze government policy, was inevitably a source of
tension, however: should the criterion for selection of a
research topic be its advancement of academic knowledgeits contribution to a particular discipline-or its advancement of general knowledge about government social intervention? The two do not always or necessarily c o i n ~ i d e . ~
This tension played a continuous part in the history of the
Institute as it matured.

Cumulative research, 1971-1981
The existence at the institute of more than 50 social scientists with a large overlap of basic research interests is of
itself a powerjkl force, enabling the kind of close personal contact among researchers that mutually educates
and stimulates them.
National Academy of Sciences, 19799
In 1971Robert Haveman became director of the Institute. An
economist who had been for several years on the faculty at
Grinnell College, Haveman had also served as a staff member of the Joint Economic Committee of the Congress in
1968-69.
Although the IRP research program continued to build at an
impressive rate, the 1970s were years when federal research
budgets were tightened and enthusiasm faded for government action on economic and social fronts. The changing
political climate in Washington momentarily clouded the
Institute's future in 1973, when dismantlement of the Office
of Economic Opportunity signaled the end of federal commitment to an institutional embodiment of the War on Poverty. The government nonetheless recognized the continuing
need for policy analysis and evaluation research, and OEO's
research functions were transferred to the Office of the
Assistant Secretary for Planning and Evaluation (ASPE)
within the Department of Health, Education, and Welfare,
reorganized in 1979 as the Department of Health and Human
Services. ASPE supported Institute work throughout the
Nixon, Ford, and Carter administrations, and the Institute
increasingly supplemented that support with grants from
other private and public agencies, notably the state of Wisconsin, the National Science Foundation, and the Department of Labor.
To the regular Institute staff of faculty members with
departmental appointments was added, through a postdoctoral program that began in 1973, a cadre of researchers with full-time, two-year Institute appointments. The
staff was further enriched by visiting scholars, who began
to arrive from other parts of the United States and from
other countries as well. It is probably fair to say that the
graduate students, postdoctoral fellows, and visiting
researchers who have spent time at the Institute over the
past twenty years and have since gone on to pursue their
studies elsewhere or to work in government currently
constitute, together with the present IRP staff, the core of
the poverty policy research community.

Irwin Garfinkel served as director from 1975 to 1980. A
faculty member at Wisconsin's School of Social Work, he
had been encouraged by Harold Watts to study the labor
supply effects of the income maintenance experiments,
which determined the direction of his research interests.
The studies that were undertaken in these years advanced the
social science disciplines while evaluating public programs.
Measurement of economic status and social mobility by
sociologists and economists constituted a major body of IRP
work. Sociological studies examined the relative significance of ability, family influences, and schooling on adult
achievement, while economists examined financial aspects
of aids to education for poor students.1° The accumulation of
data and development of improved econometric techniques
expanded the Institute's original focus beyond absolute
income poverty to include relative income measures, assessment of pretransfer poverty, measures of poverty that
accounted for in-kind benefits, development of the concept
of "earnings capacity," analysis of equivalence scales to
account for the different sizes and circumstances of families,
and work on income inequality.I1 Historical perspectives
were gained from a project measuring inequality in the
United States from colonial times, and from a study that
analyzed changes in the income distribution in the years
following World War 11.l2
Econometric studies of the income maintenance experiments continued, concentrating on the issue of whether providing an income guarantee lowers work effort and on the
effects of experimental program administration. l3 In the late
1970s, IRP affiliates became involved in the design and
evaluation of the National Supported Work Demonstration. l4
Other studies focused on the models of the inheritance of IQ
and on the particular problem of selectivity bias that plagued
the social experiments.I5 The development of sizable,
nationally weighted data bases and the advancement of computer capabilities permitted, by the end of the 1970s, creation of microdata simulation models designed to evaluate
various effects of proposed income transfer and taxation
programs. l6
Another group of studies dealt with welfare law and administration and with the possibilities for integrating income
maintenance programs." Sociologists and political scientists
analyzed the interconnections of race, segregation, discrimination, and political power.I8 Work on disability policy in
the United States led to a cross-national comparison of such
policies in industrialized states,lg and in the same fashion a
sociological analysis of class structure and factors affecting
income in the United States led to a cross-national examination of social consciousness and class structure.20

ted, longitudinal data gave insight into individual behavior
and responses to social programs. Support from the National
Science Foundation in 1978 made possible a landmark dataconstruction project: the production of microdata tapes from
the 1940 and 1950 censuses that would permit, upon completion of the project in the early 1980s, comparability studies
of social change over a forty-year span. And as these data
bases grew, so did the Institute's computing staff, which in
1976 was grouped into a unit headed by a director of computing services.
In 1976 the Institute began publication of a newsletter,
Focus, whose first issue stated that its purpose was "to
acquaint a wide audience with the work of the Institute for
Research on Poverty by means of short essays on selected
pieces of research." Focus and the other IRP publications
reflect a theme that has pervaded its history-communication: among the representatives of the various disciplines that produce Institute studies, between the Institute
and its sponsoring institutions, and between members of the
academic community, the policymaking community, and the
public at large.
In 1975 the Institute began collaborative research with the
state of Wisconsin. The first project brought IRP staff
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The Institute's special competence came to be quantitative
studies of large bodies of data. The growing collection of
such data bases as the Current Population Surveys and the
1976 Survey of Income and Education extended the possibilities for more refined cross-sectional studies and, as data
from the Michigan Panel Study of Income Dynamics and the
National Longitudinal Surveys, among others, accumula-
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together with state personnel to study the causes of error in
the administration of Aid to Families with Dependent Children2I It was followed by a joint study, beginning in 1977, to
assess the role and scope of emergency assistance programs
for the po0r.~2In 1978 Robert Haveman was appointed chairman of the state's Comprehensive Welfare Reform Study,
which spawned a number of joint ventures in the ensuing
years. Among them was a comprehensive survey of Wisconsin's low-income population, the Basic Needs Study (197882), which determined how much income is required for
different-sized households in different locales to make ends
meet; and the Child Support Reform project, which in 1978
began to explore possibilities for improving the system and
led to the major demonstration now under way, described
below. In 1979 the state and the Institute initiated a study of
tax credits to employers who hire disadvantaged workers
(targeted jobs tax credits).
In 1980 Eugene Smolensky, a professor of economics at
Wisconsin, long an IRP research affiliate, and an expert in
the measurement of inequality and economic well-being,
became director. The beginning of his leadership, like that
of Haveman ten years before, was marked by a change in
political climate in Washington that generated uncertainty
about federal support for the kind of studies that the Institute
had conducted. In the period that began in 1981 the Institute
diversified its sponsorship as well as its research interests.

Continuity and change, 1981-1986
Members of the Institutefeel that because their organization has a history of pioneering work of scholarly merit
and practical value, and because it is housed in a university which provides a rich mix of scholars-in economics,
sociology, social work, demography, political science,
education, psychology, and law-committed to the study
of poverty issues, IRP should continue to seek to understand and solve the many problems related to povertyproblems that, however unfashionable, do not go away.
Focus, 198213
In 1980 the issue of poverty in America seemed on the verge
of eclipse. An IRP document referring to the situation in the
late 1970s stated that "income poverty, as officially defined,
has decreased dramatically since 1965."" And new methods
developed at the Institute for valuing in-kind transfers indicated that poverty under this measure had experienced even
stronger decline over the past fifteen years. Some observers
argued that the variety of cash and in-kind benefits available
to those in want had so diminished the incidence of poverty
that the dominant issues had become improvement of program efficiency and elimination of dependency among the
long-term poor.25
The situation soon began to change, however, and rapidly. In
the face of inflation, two recessions, and retrenchment in
social spending, the proportion of the population in poverty
rose sharply after 1979. Growing concern accompanied

steady increases in the numbers of the poor. In 1984 debate
broke out anew over the question of whether welfare programs were the answer to, or the cause of, the persistence of
poverty, or whether other factors should be assigned a prominent role. The topics that Institute researchers had probed
for almost twenty years reappeared as priority items on the
social policy agenda.
In 1981 the federal government relinquished the practice of
dispensing core funding for the operation of a national center for poverty research, but Institute work continued with
support from private, other public, and campus sources. In
1983 Congress, in part as a result of concern about increased
poverty, partially restored funding by the Department of
Health and Human Services for new IRP research projects.
That support was renewed by congressional action in 1985.
Since 1981 the Institute has increasingly supplemented
DHHS funding with backing from other public and private
agencies.
The cumulative program of the Institute moved forward in
the 1980s as it had in the 1970s, following lines of research
laid out earlier. Meanwhile new research questions
emerged, and IRP affiliates turned their attention to previously unstudied areas, sketched below. The theme of these
years can be characterized as continuity accompanied by
change.
Innovation occurred at the staff level as well. Having undergone reductions in personnel after the federal core grant
lapsed and the postdoctoral program ended, IRP began
increasingly to draw on researchers at other institutions
around the country. The Small Grants program awarded
funds on a competitive basis for research on poverty-related
topics conducted by social scientists not in residence at Madison. Twenty-one such projects were completed or under
way in 1986.26In cooperation with DHHS, the Institute in
1984 sponsored a conference to assess past and future antipoverty policy.27 The Institute also invited more nonWisconsin researchers, many of them former pre- or postdoctoral associates, to collaborate in work on its federally
sponsored projects.
The Institute was directed from mid-1983 on by Sheldon
Danziger, a professor of social work, who had come to the
Institute in 1974 as a postdoctoral associate after graduate
study in economics at MIT, where he had become interested
in the work of Robert Lampman and Eugene Smolensky on
the nature of income poverty and inequality.
The tradition of measuring the level and trend of poverty
continued with projects that utilized detailed information
from the 1940 and 1950 censuses, making it possible to
analyze changes in relative economic status among various
demographic groups from 1940 to 1980.28The long experience of IRP in measurement studies joined its tradition of
social program analysis in a project, sponsored by the Sloan
Foundation, that analyzed the forces behind the trend in
poverty, focusing on the separate roles of declining economic growth, increasing earnings inequality, and cutbacks
in public transfers.29

The Institute's tradition of program analysis carried over to a
large-scale project that monitored the changes in well-being

of female-headed households as a result of 1981rule changes
in the Aid to Families with Dependent Children program.30
b

Other work moved forward in the areas delineated by IRP
staff in earlier years: analysis of effects of the labor market
structure on low-wage workers, to inform public policy
toward disadvantaged workers;'l examination of the relationship between disability and poverty;32 the role of demographic change in increasing the risk of poverty among certain demographic groups, in particular the elderly and single
mothers with children.33 The discrimination and segregation
studies of the 1970s were complemented in the 1980s by a
major analysis of economic discrimination in American
society, tracing its effects on racial, ethnic, and gender
groups over time.34
Whereas in previous years particular aspects of the income
transfer system in the United States had been analyzed at the
Institute, Robert Lampman in a 1984 monograph (see list of
books) offered the first comprehensive description of the
costs and benefits that might be judged to result from the
growth in all U.S. social welfare spending, public and private, since 1950.
The Institute's experience in managing and analyzing large
bodies of data led to a novel undertaking in 1984-85: the
establishment at IRP of a national data center to facilitate
access to the new Survey of Income and Program Participation. Supported by the National Science Foundation, the
center serves as a vehicle for communication between policy
analysts and researchers and also permits continuing
improvement in the quality of data through feedback to the
Census Bureau from users.
The "Wisconsin idea" of academic service to the community continued in joint projects conducted by the Institute
and the state and aided by grants from the Ford Foundation.
In 1984 the Child Support Assurance Program began to be
put to the test, piloting a reform designed to increase equity
in the system and to help single mothers achieve selfsupport.35 To measure the program's results, a survey
designed at the Institute-CHIPPS, the Wisconsin Survey of
Children, Incomes, and Program Participation-began in
1985 to gather data on the cost of the reform and public
attitudes toward it.
Meanwhile, new topics were added to the Institute's agenda,
including research on several minority groups that had not
previously been featured in IRP work: Hispanics, immigrants, and Native Americans. A conference in 1982 on
Hispanics in the U.S. economy was followed by a two-year
project that examined the labor market experience and public assistance utilization of Hispanics, immigrants, and refug e e ~A. successor
~~
project is now examining poverty among
Puerto Rican, Native American, and recent immigrants in
relation to their migration patterns, employment status, and
reliance on public transfers. A joint IRP-state project began

IRP Directors
Robert J. Lampman, Interim, 1966
Harold W. Watts, 1966-1971
Robert H. Haveman, 1971-1975
Irwin Garfinkel, 1975-1980
Eugene Smolensky, 1980-1983
Sheldon H. Danziger, 1983-

in 1985 to evaluate the economic well-being of the 30,000
Indians in Wisconsin. And a national conference to be held
in November 1986, sponsored by the Institute and the Ford
and Rockefeller Foundations, will examine the causes and
consequences of poverty among all minority groups in the
United States.
Research innovation was also represented by a longitudinal
study of the homeless, now in progress; by an extensive
examination of the role played by charitable organizations in
providing material assistance to the needy;3' and by a privately sponsored study that estimated the potential savings
from introducing computerized automation into the administration of welfare programs, Medicaid in partic~lar.3~
These are the highlights of the events and the work that have
marked the history of the Institute. It seems appropriate to
close this narrative sketch with a summary statement of what
the Institute stands for, after twenty years of operation: first,
commitment by its research staff to use the full resources of
the social sciences to enlarge our understanding of the
underlying causes and possible cures of poverty; second,
selection of the research topics best suited to advance that
purpose; third, strengthening the analytical tools and data
bases that permit those studies to be conducted. The staffs
commitment and resolve remain as strong as they were two
decades ago..
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The War on Poverty and related efforts to create a Great
Society are usually associated with community action programs, growing income support for low-income Americans,
and a variety of direct interventions in the education and
training area. In the 1960s and 1970s these policy efforts
succeeded in reducing poverty; seldom, however, are they
viewed as having a major impact on the academic community in the United States. Yet they did exert such an effect-a
major social science research effort grew up beside, and
partly because of, the War on Poverty.
Poverty research has made substantive contributions to
social science knowledge and to academic practice and
methods. In this article I have singled out advances in four
areas: the field of policy analysis and evaluation research,
social experimentation, econometric methods to deal with
selectivity bias, and microdata simulation modeling.

Policy analysis and evaluation research
The notion that social scientists should be concerned with
understanding how social policy interventions affect human
behavior and well-being has early roots in all of the social
sciences. Not all investigators, however, supported the
inclusion of this objective for their disciplines, and many
feared that close ties to policy concerns would erode basic
progress in the disciplines themselves. Acceptance of the
policy analysis role of social science was given impetus by
the Progressive movement (which had roots in Wisconsin) at
the turn of the century, which held that application of the
scientific method to political problems could lead to more
effective governmental performance.
Until World War LI, what little policy research and evaluation existed was in the domain of sociology, psychology, and
public health; economists and education researchers made
few contributions. In the early postwar period, policy analysis and evaluation research was largely conducted by social
psychologists, who studied, among other topics, the effects
of antidiscrimination efforts on attitudes toward blacks and
of public housing on health and social adjustment.

The War on Poverty played a major role in stimulating the
large burst of policy analysis and evaluation research that
occurred in the post-1965 period. Many of the early participants in designing and implementing antipoverty policies
were social scientists-primarily economists-convinced
that their research methods could assist government in analyzing its activities so as to expand the successful and weed
out those that did not work. This faith also resulted in the
1965 presidential order establishing the planning-programming-budgeting system in executive agencies, a development which formalized the role of policy analysis and evaluation research within government.
The rapidly growing federal financial support of antipoverty
policy analysts and researchers in government during the
1960s and 1970s was not ignored by academia. Its earliest
response was to develop courses in applied policy analysis
and evaluation research which emphasized the "science" of
policy evaluation-experimental design, survey instruments
and data collection, statistical analyses, causal modeling,
decision models, benefit-cost analysis. Some of these
courses already existed, or were established, within departments of economics, sociology, political science, and psychology. More often, however, such courses grew up in
special policy analysis or evaluation research programs or in
disciplines closely related to direct service provision, such
as social work, public administration, urban and regional
planning, public health, and education. In several cases,
individual courses, programs of study, or training programs
were initiated and supported by private foundations and governmental agencies who wished both to increase the analytical capabilities of existing staff and to provide a pool of new
policy analysts and evaluation researchers from which to
recruit. The funding offered by the government and foundations was readily accepted by universities and the social
scientists involved. And, as related in the historical sketch in
this issue of Focus, the Institute was born of this union of
government and academic interest in the application of
applied research and evaluation techniques to antipoverty
policies.
These developments posed major challenges both to universities in general and to social scientists in particular.
Most major universities have been forced to address the
issue of whether or not to establish or expand a program
of public policy studies. Many responded affirmatively,
and public policy schools were established or expanded at
a considerable number of institutions-to name but four,
the John F. Kennedy School of Government at Harvard,
the Graduate School of Public Policy at Berkeley, the
Lyndon B. Johnson School of Public Affairs at the Uni-

versity of Texas, and the Institute for Public Policy Studies at the University of Michigan.
Interest in studying the effectiveness of social policy also
stimulated development of private policy-oriented research
within established nonprofit organizations, such as the
Brookings Institution, the Rand Corporation, and the American Enterprise Institute, as well as new ones, such as the
Urban Institute. And it led to the creation of a new private,
for-profit, research industry specializing in applying social
science research techniques to social policy measures.
Within the academic community in the mid-1980s,
although it is difficult to document, one senses that the
disciplines of economics and political science-and, to a
lesser extent, sociology and psychology-are far more
oriented to understanding and appraising what it is that
government is and "should be" doing than they were in
the mid-1960s. This concern has also spread to many
disciplines and quasi-professional fields which are derivative from the traditional fields. It is the rare program,
school, or department of urban and regional planning,
education, public administration, business administration, health services, social work, and law that does not
now have courses or concentrations devoted to the subject
of policy analysis and program evaluation.

Social experimentation
The social experiments that began in the late 1960s represented both a major new social science research method and
an important emphasis in policy analysis and evaluation
research. Nearly all of them concerned aspects of antipoverty policy. Without the explicit declaration of a War on
Poverty, this advance in methods would, at best, have been
long delayed, and would surely not have evolved as it has.
Not long after the initial antipoverty programs began,
policy researchers became discouraged regarding their
ability to gauge the effects of the new interventions on
recipients, to measure the benefits of programs and compare them with the costs, and to make cross-program
comparisons of effectiveness.
At about this same time, a growing number of social scientists became interested in a research technique offering great
potential for answering questions regarding the behavioral
impacts of social interventions. The technique was the application of the experimental method of the natural and physical sciences to human subjects. The basic model was to
identify a set of objectives of a social intervention; to design
a program judged effective in attaining these objectives; to
administer this program to a randomly chosen set of households; to measure the behavioral patterns of those subject to
the intervention (the experimental group) relative to the patterns of those not affected (the control group); to adjust for
any other factors not taken into account in the experimental
design; and to attribute the remaining difference in behavior
patterns to the intervention.

Suggesting controlled experimentation as a technique is
easy; designing and implementing an experiment is costly
and difficult. Among the questions requiring answers were
such diverse ones as what interventions to examine, how to
design the experiment-how large should be the sample
size, how should its members be selected and assigned to
treatment and control groups, how long should the treatment
be administered-and, ultimately, how to value the results.
Although many problems were recognized, by the late 1960s
a number of leading social science researchers enthusiastically supported experimentation, concluding that the gains
exceeded the disadvantages, which included the large financial costs. The result was a series of experiments: New
Jersey Income Maintenance, 1968-72; Rural Income Maintenance, 1969-72; Performance Contracting, 1970-71; Gary
Income Maintenance, 1971-74; Seattle-Denver Income
Maintenance, 1971-78; three experiments with housing
allowances, 1973-77; National Health Insurance, 1974-81;
the National Supported Work Demonstration, 1975-79; and
the Employment Opportunity Pilot Project, 1979-81 (terminated before completion). The undertakings grew more
complex through time: whereas the early ones involved relatively simple treatments with relatively straightforward
hypotheses to be tested, the later ones involved more complex treatments, often with several interventions designed to
be mutually supporting (e.g., income support plus counseling plus training). As a result, the findings of the later
experiments were more difficult to interpret and, hence,
carry less direct relevance to policy making, at least at the
legislative level.
While it would be difficult to claim that all of this research,
evaluation, and experimentation had a major impact on legislation and public policy, it did affect social researchers and
social scientists in important ways. The following is an effort
to characterize them.
The experimental methodology of the physical sciences
was carried into the social sciences to evaluate the activities of antipoverty programs and social policy agencies. In
principle at least, social science gained access to the
experimental technique, the lack of which had always
caused it to appear "less scientific" than the natural and
physical sciences.
The procedures for and requirements of scientific experimentation involving human subjects and social policy treatments became a part of curricula in many standard social
science departments and the focus of courses in schools of
public policy.
The scholars and researchers involved in the
experiments-and their students-gained a form of knowledge, training, and experience of value to both government
agencies and university social science departments. They
are now scattered throughout government and universities.
The experimentation movement, which was an important
part of the trend within government to "contract out"

research, stimulated the development of numerous profit and
nonprofit research firms. These organizations continue to

The impression should not be left, however, that these methods yield reliable and easily accessible solutions to the selec-

thrive and provide a demand for social science researchers

tivity problems. Most are both difficult and costly to implement. At their core, all of the techniques rely on assumptions

and a supply of services which maintain a focus on rational
study and experimentation for social policies.
Social experimentation encouraged a substantial core of
social scientists to retain a commitment to relevant applied
research, as an antidote to the highly theoreticalmathematical research-for-its-own-sake emphasis, which
has permeated the social sciences-in particular, economics
-in the postwar period.

Selectivity bias
The 1970s saw major advances in statistical techniques that
enabled social scientists to deal with an endemic problem in
the analysis of social behavior-that of selectivity bias. This
problem became an issue among econometricians largely
because of its pervasive presence in the efforts to evaluate the
behavioral effects of the social experiments and federal education and training programs. There was a close tie between
poverty research and the development of statistical techniques for correcting selectivity bias.
Bias in estimated relationships is likely to occur when analysis is based on a sample of observations not representative of
the larger population for which inferences are desired. This
situation will occur when the sample on which estimates are
based is composed of subjects who have self-selected themselves into the sample (because, say, they were highly motivated), or who have been selected to be in the sample by
some unknown set of criteria, or, in the case of social experimentation, who have been assigned nonrandomly to various
treatment categories or have left the experiment through
attrition.
The work of econometricians and other applied social
researchers in developing techniques to correct for selection
bias has had a major impact on empirical economic and
sociological research on the determinants of human behavior
and on the evaluation of social and antipoverty programs.
The techniques developed are at the frontier of econometric
analysis, and have contributed to many of the most important
evaluation studies and social experiments in the poverty
research field. These include the performance contracting in
education study; the New Jersey, Gary, and Seattle-Denver
income maintenance experiments; federal manpower training programs; the Housing Allowance Demand Experiment;
and the estimation of women's labor supply under income
maintenance plans.
The sensitivity of researchers to the potential of selection
bias in empirical research is now widespread, and the studies which incorporate statistical corrections for the selectivity problem number in the hundreds. These developments
have occurred both within quantitative research unrelated to
the War on Poverty-for example, in traditional labor
economics-and in explicitly poverty-relevant research.

about the shape of the distribution of the underlying data.
These assumptions, which typically involve normality or
symmetry, are both strong and arbitrary; if they do not in fact
hold, the estimated results may be at least as biased as making
no correction for selectivity.
Although these problems inhibit greater application of the
techniques, they nevertheless represent a major methodological advance. As with other such developments, the knowledge frontier for this generation of researchers will be a
standard part of the research toolkits of the next generation.
These methods exist in large part because of the important
role played by antipoverty policy in both highlighting the
problem and supporting the research from which this
advance in technique emanated.

Microdata simulation models
The War on Poverty and the drive for more rational government policies together provided the stimulus for the development of microdata simulation models which trace the
impacts of exogenous factors, including policy implementation, on individuals, taking into account both the characteristics of the individuals and of the policies. It was the
demand for more sophisticated, reliable, and detailed estimates of the budgetary and economic effects of proposed
social policies that gave rise to microsimulation modeling,
aided by the development of computer resources required for
the design and construction of this empirical tool.
Microdata simulation involves the creation of computer
models designed to simulate the effects of proposed policy
changes at very disaggregated levels-individuals, families,
firms, industries, and regions. Use of the models enables
investigators to examine the full distribution of the effects of
particular combinations of policies, instead of working with
averages and broad generalizations.
The extensive use made of the models and the estimates which
they yielded in policy debates on poverty and social policy
reforms both within the executive branch and in the Congress
clearly stimulated their development and the interest in and
resources devoted to them. The commitment of the academic
research community to their development was substantial, in
part because of the resources available for this work and
because of the interest of policymakers in the results. Individual scholars and research groups at Stanford University, the
Institute for Research on Poverty, the University of Michigan,
the University of Southern California, Yale University, the
Brookings Institution, and the Urban Institute were all
actively involved in either developing their own models or in
contributing to model development. Acronyms that named the
models, some more pronounceable than others, entered the
literature, among them DYNASIM (dynamic simulation),
MERGE (combining two data files), KGB (Kasten, Green-

berg, and Betson were its designers), and CHRD (Comprehensive Human Resources Data System).
Microsimulation has had a significant impact in the social
sciences-particularly economics. First, it represents an
advance in the frontier of predictive model building. The
reliance on microunits and the need to model their behavior
added a dimension not reflected in existing macroeconomic
models. Data collection to fuel the new work expanded at a
great pace. The challenges that the micro models posed for
data handling and computer processing, model execution
and solution, and the complex sequencing of simultaneous
and recursive socioeconomic relationships stretched the
capability of analysts.
Second, the ability of the models to incorporate econometrically estimated relationships-for example, income and net
wage on labor supply; socioeconomic characteristics on
consumption, migration, marriage, childbearing-increased
the importance of reliable estimation of these relationships.
Estimation of these determinants of behavior had been a
long-standing focus of both quantitative economics and sociology. The greater availability in the 1960s and 1970s of the
survey data essential to construction of microdata simulation
models also increased the capability of social scientists to
model and estimate these relationships. And, with the construction of the large models providing a demand and a
home for such estimates, the effort given to such research
efforts expanded substantially. The increased quantitative
estimation of behavioral determinants in both economics and
sociology after the mid-1960s, and the development of
microdata simulation modeling during the same period,
were complementary phenomena.
Finally, the capability of microdata models to provide
detailed estimates of policy impacts on highly disaggregated
groups met an important need during the late 1960s and early
1970s. As Robert Lampman has described, it was during
these times that all policy initiatives, both those in the antipoverty social action area and those with more general
objectives, were forced to answer the question, "What does
it do for the poor?"
With the success of programs and program proposals contingent in part on the answer given to this question, microdata
simulation became viewed as the primary research tool
capable of providing the desired information. Daniel P.
Moynihan has cogently described the forceful effect of
model introduction:
By early 1969 a simulation model had been developed
which permitted various versions of FAP [the Family
Assistance Plan] to be "tested" and costs to be estimated. Most of this work was done by The Urban
Institute, which made its information available to all
who requested it. Thus, in time the Congress was to
have before it the same data as the executive branch had
worked from. So did persons outside government, persons for the program and persons against it. This was a

situation probably without precedent in the development of major social legislation; it disciplined and
informed the debate for those in any degree disposed to
restraint in the discussion of public issues. Once the
president had made the proposal, and congressional
hearings were beginning, the Administration could in
good conscience make statements about the effects it
would have which never previously could have been
made with any pretense to accuracy.'
Given the nature of the policy issues to which these modeling efforts were primarily addressed-welfare reform, food
stamps, employment subsidies, public employment, income
transfer policy, tax reform-it can scarcely be doubted that
the War on Poverty and the policy emphases to which it gave
rise had an important role in stimulating these developments
in the social sciences.

Long-term advances
The events that I have recounted in these four areas cumulatively affected the course of social science, altering the topics on which research was undertaken, the methods of that
research, and ultimately the state of our knowledge in these
fields. The intense concentration on antipoverty measures
that set these events in motion has faded, but there can be no
doubt that a substantive contribution to both social science
knowledge and method has been made, and that it is on these
advances that the next generation of research efforts will
build. W

I B e Politics of a Guamnreed Income: B e Niwn Adminisfmfionand the
lhmily Assisfance Plan (New York: Random House, 1973), p. 190.
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There has been no European equivalent to the poverty
research carried out over the past twenty years at the Institute for Research on Poverty. Fundamental differences in
social policy and in the interpretation of poverty within that
policy have inevitably shaped different research agendas.
The differences, of course, are of degree and have become
less important over time. Events of recent years have created
considerable social policy convergence and, not surprisingly, research programs also have become more similar.
Interesting cross-Atlantic collaborative work has begun.
What follows is impressionistic and personal. The relevant
literature is limited. There has been little formal U.S.European interchange about the advantages of or strategy for
poverty research or its alternatives, although one notes some
new interest.

Discovering and measuring poverty
Poverty reached the agendas of several major Western industrial societies in the latter part of the nineteenth century as
researchers, journalists, novelists, religious reformers,
social workers, and others began to document and report on
the causal role of social and economic conditions. They
attacked the notion that failure of people and their personal
inadequacies were always at the root of economic disadvantage. Gradually "poverty " was distinguished from the moral
category, "pauperism," and was counted. Charles Booth
reported on London1 and B. Seebohm Rowntree on York2
before Robert Hunter3 and others surveyed U.S. cities. But a
tradition was born.
Early in the 1900s Rowntree introduced a subsistence concept of poverty. Incorporated and adopted by W. M.
Be~eridge,~
it generated the intellectual and policy tradition

which led eventually to the Orshansky poverty line,' now the
Census Bureau poverty index. In this tradition one determines what it takes to keep the body adequately, but not
generously, fed; one takes account in one way or another of
the need for clothes, transportation, and many other things;
perhaps considers housing separately-and thus sets a minimum standard. Those whose income (sometimes net and
sometimes gross) falls below that standard are said to be
poor. In its current Census Bureau version, adjusted annually to reflect the changing Consumer Price Index, this
"absolute" poverty line is the basis for official statistics as
well as controversy. It may be destined for reform, for the
reasons suggested by Harold Watts (see his article in this
issue) among others.

The institutional response
Social security in its broadest sense (coverage for retirement, survivors, health, invalidity, and disability) was
invented in response to the needs of the working population
for protection against the risks and uncertainties of the
industrial-urban system. Its rationale goes well beyond the
poverty question, even though it prevents poverty for many.
For those who fell between the cracks or whose social security entitlements yielded too little, various assistance and
supplementary benefits schemes were to take over. The
Europeans started down this path well before World War I
and many nations had well-developed systems before the
United States passed its 1935 Social Security Act.
The differences go beyond pace, however. In all societies,
the nineteenth-century insight that not all poverty is
"pauperism" is lost and relearned periodically. There are
also differences in perception of social security protection as
relevant to all "average" people. The Europeans in general
have been more comfortable with an emphasis on universal
social benefits and programs. Thus they have added family
allowances, statutory maternity benefits, and (in some cases)
extensive housing allowances to the social security package
as well. Much of the increase in social protections came
after World War 11, in the name of solidarity. In a sense
Europe moved in the 1950s toward the kind of welfare state
enhancement that the United States was only to start in the
mid-1960s, and the Europeans began on a higher plateau.
For reasons frequently discussed, the reluctant U.S. initiatives are more often remedial, means tested, and categorical.
Such programs are constantly called upon to justify themselves in ways never demanded of universal programs. This
need has yielded our more extensive poverty research.

The prosperity of the 1960s also had differing social policy
manifestations: In Europe there was considerable benefit
and social protection enrichment, including efforts to equalize family burdens and concern in some countries with
redistribution and with decreasing income inequality. The
United States saw the filling in of some notable gaps in its
basic social welfare system. The formal U.S. slogan was
"equality of opportunity"; a "poverty war," not a concept of
universal protection, became the rationale for a series of
actions. The poverty effort, in its formal sense, was organized largely around educational, social service, community, and training programs, many of them remedial. The
more significant direct antipoverty measures (transfers) in
fact came through expanded participation in Aid to Families
with Dependent Children (AFDC) and the development of
the Food Stamp program.
At the same time and quite separately, one major social
insurance gap was filled in with Medicare, and a health
program for the poor was created-Medicaid. Before the
mid-1970s, when the poverty war in its formal sense was
phased out, we indexed social security and federalized public assistance for the aged, blind, and disabled by creating
Supplemental Security Income (SSI).

Poverty research
The U.S. antipoverty effort required a research capacity to
provide needed intelligence and assessment in order to continually justify the societal response. The Institute for
Research on Poverty was established for this purpose.
Although a number of small antipoverty research "think
tanks" came and went in West Europe, none had the IRP's
sanction, mission, and scale-because none of the other
countries had focused its social welfare strategy quite as
sharply upon the antipoverty objective. Countries such as
West Germany, the Netherlands, and Denmark did not consider poverty as a large problem or good issue around which
to shape policy research. Britain, France, and others did far
more along these lines.
In general, the relevant European research focused more on
income distribution, redistribution, and equality as basic
issues-and as subjects which were important to labor market policy and to debates about the size of social benefits.
Many investigators studied the comparative adequacy of
benefits (child allowance value, pension replacement rates,
unemployment insurance replacement). The Organisation
for Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD)
developed an important and continuing series of comparative studies on the taxlbenefit position of the average
worker.6
Fortunately, from the beginning the IRP staff never defined
their challenge as poverty research in the narrowest historical tradition. The Institute developed a basic research program to parallel its work on trends and measurement and its
evaluations of social experiments. Its contributions on
income distribution, income transfers, and basic research in

related social policy areas are familiar to present readers and
to Europeans. But its linking of basic policy research to
poverty remained extensive and almost unique.
The increasing U.S.-European convergence of the late 1970s
and 1980s may be ascribed both to dissemination and to new
shared concerns. The American antipoverty research, particularly the IRP work, has influenced some European
scholars. The economic downturn and crisis of social expenditure led to a series of remedial projects by the European
Economic Community (EEC) and programs (which
required evaluation), and to a search for policy with regard
to vulnerable groups.' Other social and demographic
changes have reinforced the process. In various ways Europeans and Americans have become concerned about the
poverty risks and related problems of the long-term unemployed, young workers with no access to jobs, the lowincome elderly, growing numbers of single-parent families,
migrants; Europeans in some countries would add large
families to this list.8 While no European country has undertaken a large-scale poverty research program, more applied
poverty research has been carried out, specifically focused,
than previously. Moreover the International Labour Office
(ILO) and the OECD have commissioned several symposia
and modest comparative studies. They have funded and
assessed antipoverty projects financed by their social,
regional development, and agricultural funds.9 (These
projects, in fact, recall the U.S. poverty war more than the
more universal European traditions!)
How have these recent European efforts defined poverty?
The answers will be familiar to Americans:
Most countries (and, thus, most studies) define poverty
with reference to a public assistance or supplementary benefits standard. People eligible for aid are "poor." The problems are apparent: variation within and between countries in
assistance standards and the manner in which they are set.
A few studies have followed Beckerman's use of a percentage of per capita disposable income, often choosing an inevitably arbitrary percentage which is close to the public assistance standard.
Others select a similarly arbitrary percentage of disposable household income.
(The latter two approaches employ an equivalence scale for
family size.)
Most countries do not have a poverty line with the policy and
administrative applicability assigned the poverty line in the
United States. Where public assistance levels are employed
they may have empirical roots or historical rationale, lost
with adjustments over time. Some countries begin with a
minimum wage as an income transfer anchor figure, as
France and the Netherlands long did, and this number plays
a poverty research role, too. Others also have index numbers, politically set, whose historical rationales are no
longer reflected in the actual benefits, but which are the key

to a variety of benefit systems-and assessments of benefit
adequacy.
Peter Townsend, a British sociologist whose poverty
research is extensive and long term, has not been satisfied
with absolute poverty lines and has advocated and illustrated
a multifaceted effort to conceptualize and measure relative
deprivation.I0 In his view one is in poverty if unable to
command the resources, access, and rights which are essential to full participation in one's own society. Townsend's
arguments are conceptually strong, and his specific work
impressive, but there is no evidence that he can solve problems of reliability and validity over time or between investigators, or utilize and operationalize his concepts for
between-country comparisons.

New initiatives
The diversity of conceptualizations, preoccupations, and
research solutions is illustrated in fascinating detail in a
recent report of a 1984 international meeting at which IRP
researchers and European scholars assembled to discuss the
effects of economic policies on the economic well-being of
the poor in their home countries. The introduction comments as follows:I'
The goal was to provide an estimate of how income transfer
policies in the late 1970s and recent economic changes have
affected poverty or income inequality and the work effort of
the poor. A concerted effort was made to ensure that the
definitions and computationalprocedures were comparable.
What is most remarkable about these papers is that, while
all are faithful to the principles guiding the conference, they
differ remarkably from one another. They vary in the questions pursued and the methods chosen. In that diversity lies
a major lesson-evaluating the redistributive effects of the
policies of an administration is a new task for economists
and there is as yet no agreed-upon methodology to accomplish it. @p. 257-258)
An observer is not surprised. The differences in social policy contexts and, therefore, in research over two decades
have had their effects.
The convergence of concern about social welfare expenditure and vulnerable groups, and the shared experience with
new ideological and programmatic challenges to welfare
state traditions, are, nonetheless, yielding some interesting
new developments. Obviously, recent progress in data storage and processing are also central determinants.
Readers of IRP publications and other poverty research will
recall that there have continued to be advocates for a relative
poverty line. What is now the U.S. Census Bureau poverty
line for a family of four was 49 percent of the median U.S.
income of a family of that size in 1959,42.3 percent in 1964,

35.2 percent in 1969, and 34.9 percent in 1983. Advocates of
a relative line would report the percentage of the total population or of specific demographic groups below a constant
percentage of the median over time, usually 40, 42, or 50
percent. From such an approach one gets a very different
view as to progress against poverty or a lack thereof over
time. The relative line asks whether the poor are partaking
of a country's greater wealth and productivity as reflected in
average incomes.
The relative line is readily defined and standardized for
international comparisons. An American-European team,
drawing upon the Luxembourg Income Study (LIS), has
adopted 50 percent of the median income as one poverty
standard (and the percentage of families in a given category
who are in the lowest quintile of the distribution as a "lowincome" standard), and has begun to report comparatively
on seven countries.
The LIS, a collaborative effort which began in 1982, made
its public debut at a 1985 conference at which a series of
papers illustrating its possibilities were presented. Currently, most major welfare states have the capacity to use
household survey data (in the words of Working Paper No. 1)
"to describe the effects of existing policy and simulate the
effects of changes in p~licy."'~
A group of international collaborators has assembled and coordinated a databank of
income surveys relating to 1979-81 and resolved a series of
complex conceptual, definitional, and procedural issues to
launch this seven-country, cross-national effort. Several
other countries are being added to the databank and the
resource is now available to researchers. Plans are under
way to include 1984-86 data. The next several years are
secure, and longer-term plans are being developed.
As the LIS effort is refined and more analytic work is published, the comparative picture of income composition and
distribution will be enriched and the phenomena of inequality and redistribution will be better understood. In this connection one early product is a new, cross-national, comparative poverty picture based on the relative poverty line." The
data refer to the late 1970s and early 1980s. Table 1 illustrates
the possibilities.

Whether the relative line is 50 percent or 40 percent of the
median income-or some other proportion-one sees some
encouragement to regular reporting of relative as well as
country-specific yet comparable absolute poverty in the
future. One also notes the likelihood that, stimulated by
comparative reports, European and U.S. investigators will
look more intensively at their own countries as research
covering .poverty, income distribution, social benefits,
expenditures, and redistribution expands its vocabulary and
perspectives. This will be welcomed by those who follow
such research for policy purposes or see its relationship to
the basic development of their social sciences..
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Table 1
Relative Poverty and Low Income

Rates of Relative Poverty, by Age Group
All

Under
24

65-74

75

+

Canada
Germany
Israel
Norway
Sweden
U.K.
U.S.A.
Mean

Rate of Relative Poverty, Children
All

SingleParent

TwoParent

Other

Canada
Germany
Israel
Norway
Sweden
U.K.
U.S.A.

Source: Stein Ringen, Difference and Similarity: Two Studies in Comparative Income Distribution (Stockholm: Institute for Social Research, 1986).
Reproduced with permission.
Note: Percentage of persons/children belonging to families with familyequivalent disposable incomes below one-half of the median for all families. There are several caveats in the original. The missing German rate for
poverty for all children is 6.3 percent (see Smeeding, Torrey, and Rein in
note 13 of this paper).

1 Life and Labour of the People of London, 4 vols. (London: Macmillan,
1892-1903).
2 A Study of Town Life (London: Macmillan, 1901).
3 Poverty (New York: Macmillan, 1904).
4 In the Beveridge Report: Social Insurance and Allied Services, Report of
the Inter-Departmental Committee on Social Insurance and Allied Services
Consisting of Opinions and Recommendations Only (London: HMSO,
1942).
5 Mollie Orshansky, "Counting the Poor: Another Look at the Poverty
Profile," Social Security Bulletin, January 1965, pp. 3-26.
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Quite early in my association with the Institute for Research
on Poverty-it may well have been at the first meeting of the
National Advisory Committee I attended many years ago-I
argued there were things about poverty we would not understand without ethnographic research. I had in mind such
books as Elliot Liebow's Tally's Comer, which had just then
been published, and which provided the kind of detailed
understanding of individual motivation and perception that
could come only from sustained contact and observation.
This was admittedly typical of the advice a member of an
advisory board, without direct responsibility for spending
research funds or making appointments, generally makes.
That was not the way the Institute for Research on Poverty
was then going, or was to go, and in retrospect I understand
two things: One is that there were very good reasons why it
could not go that way; and the second is that from the point
of view of necessary and key understandings of poverty,
ethnographic research is still, difficult as it is, one type of
research we must encourage.
The IRP was from the beginning cast in the mold of econometric and public policy research. This was the most productive mold in which it could be cast. Research models
were available. One could analyze, using reliable statistical
techniques, the influence of one factor on another: of welfare on job-search, or family composition and family decisions; of variants of welfare, experimentally designed or
proposed, on these key determinants of poverty. This was the
research the IRP was prepared to undertake, and that it did
undertake, as in its major series of volumes on income
maintenance experiments. This work has played an enormous role in our thinking about poverty, and what we can do
about it, and it has played a major role in the policies that are
proposed and adopted to deal with poverty. No other line of
research could have been as productive: reason enough for
this concentration. So there can be no argument with this
research. Statistical bases were available, in the census, in
the Panel Study of Income Dynamics, and in other data
bases developed over the years. A mode of analysis was
available. Reliable techniques for distinguishing the effects
of different factors on a variety of outcomes were available.

This research also fitted in with the mood of the later 1960s
in policy research and in politics: it was a mood characterized by confidence that solutions to difficult problems were
available, whether the problem was dependency, or dropping
out of school, or urban decay. It was a mood too that pretty
much pushed aside less tangible elements in affecting human
behavior, such as values, or upbringing, or the sense of
responsibility, or character. One will not do very well at
finding these elements in the census or longitudinal data
series. One can struggle with trying to "operationalize"
such factors, but one generally comes up with something
that is not very satisfying. Recall the controversy over the
use of an item on "self-image" in James Coleman's Equality
of Educational ~ ~ ~ o r t u n Iti &seems
. ~ that a good selfimage, scored on the basis of one question, correlated with
academic achievement. But then what? Did this mean that
self-image was improved by academic achievement? Or that
a good self-image helped improve academic achievement?
Did it mean that students should be encouraged to think well
of their achievement by teachers even if they did abysmally
-and that then we could expect them to do better? This
could be carried to extremes, as in Pygmalion in the Classroom:3 fool the teacher into thinking well of the student. It
seemed to make some sense: thinking better of oneself,
within limits, will help achievement, and undoubtedly thinking better of oneself will help some people get out of poverty.
But can we reliably find out how people think of themselves?
Can we determine whether they think well of themselves
because they do well, or the reverse? Can we design policies
based on this modest connection, which involves so much
uncertainty? Hardly. My example is drawn from quantitative
research, but research which tried to make use of an insight
that came from ethnographic research, or from psychological research, quantitative or otherwise. But one can understand from it why the IRP tended to do little of this kind of
research. The economists and their style of work dominated,
and few psychologists, political scientists, (nonquantitative)
sociologists, or anthropologists were connected with the
IRP.
Why it went this way is clear enough: it was a high-return
route. And yet the understandings that are necessary to deal
with poverty are elusive. Despite the wealth of quantitative
findings, something was missing, and what was missing
were intuitively comprehensible models of behavior based
on detailed and sustained observation and interaction with
the subjects of research, and which, when presented to the
searcher after understanding of poverty, leads him to say,
"Aha! That's just the way it is." The economist and the
quantitative sociologist will enter a proper caveat, pointing
out we can't be sure that's just the way it is (what would the
next observer say?), or that that is just the way it is with the
next group of street-comer men or welfare mothers. Despite
the caveats, it is this kind of intuitive understanding of the

social and psychological mechanisms that sustain poverty
that the econometric and public-policy models didn't communicate well.
There were more than methodological difficulties in the way
of expanding the role of ethnographic research. The fact is
this is the most demanding kind of research-and people
don't do it generally more than once. The classics of ethnographic research tend to stand alone, and there are not many
of them. The reason I did not add a stream of other studies
besides Tally S Comer is that there are unfortunately not that
many. Finding a good ethnographic researcher is a hard
thing: they are, it seems, born not made. Directing them into
the time-consuming and demanding task of sustained interaction with people in trouble is not that easy either. And yet
the payoff from such research when it works is tremendous.
Susan Sheehan's Welfare Mother 4 teaches me things about
welfare problems, and Ken Auletta's The Underclass5things
about work-training programs, that very well designed evaluations do not. (Of course the evaluations can tell us things
no ethnographic research can tell us.)
But what does the ethnographic research tell us? Having
made such a pitch for such research, it seems incumbent on
me to draw out the additional quantum of understanding that
derives from such research. One seems to find two contradictory things in ethnographic research. First, it tells us that
we can easily understand other people, whatever their differences in status and fortune, because all human motivations
are the same. But then we also discover that people are
different, and can be very different. When we see what
calculations a woman on welfare makes as to how much
effort to put into work or how much to put into trying to get
more from the welfare grant, we conclude that is just the
calculation we would make in that situation: rationality
explains all, economic man (or woman) is to be found even
on welfare. When we see how Liebow's street-corner men
live, we can conclude, yes, in view of their opportunities or
lack of them, that is the way any rational man would behave.
But we find other things that mystify us, too: the insistence
on working hard even when the rewards are smaller than
those available from welfare, or the taking of a self-defeating
course (such as teenage pregnancy) even when what seem to
be better and more satisfying alternatives are available.
There are elements in human behavior that seem to be based
on history, or religion, or a kind of distilled experience, that
the economist might sweep together and sum up under the
heading "tastes," that nevertheless explain a good deal of
behavior and a good deal of poverty-or escape from poverty. These elements, which ethnographic research makes us
alert to, are playing a larger role in our thinking about public
policy, and in experimental approaches to dealing with poverty, and will inevitably play a larger role in research. We
can call them values, or commitments, or the effects of
family upbringing, or inherited beliefs, or character, but
they form a hard substratum under the social landscape that
we try to manipulate in public policy with a calculated combination of reward and punishment. Sometimes that substratum helps get people out of poverty, and sometimes it keeps
them there, despite well-designed policies.

I have concentrated in these comments on an individual-or
if you will, family or community-level in understanding
poverty, even though it is clear that prosperity (as in Eastern
Massachusetts) will do a great deal to overcome poverty
regardless of people's habits or values or orientations. And
yet even an unemployment rate of 4 percent with the easy
availability of jobs does not eliminate the role of selfdefeating behavior in creating poverty: it has not had a great
impact on teenage pregnancy, on dropping out of high
school, or on dropping out of the labor force. (Maybe it will
do all this in time.) And on the other hand even unemployment rates of 10 percent seem not to overcome the immunity
of others to this kind of self-defeating behavior.
We are entering a period-we are in it now-when, I believe,
these kinds of differences are going to play a larger and
larger role in poverty and poverty research. We will be
forced to confront them as a new age of mass immigration
brings into the United States new groups that will demonstrate they can make economic progress even in times of
adversity, as well as other groups who will apparently be
incapable of emerging from poverty even in times of prosperity. Whatever our success in macroeconomics, for which
I earnestly hope, we will have to work directly on human
motivation operating in ways that we do not fully understand. That is what we are doing now, after all, with teenage
pregnancy. Twenty years ago we hardly considered the pregnancy of young unmarried women as a factor in poverty: we
concentrated on larger issues: jobs and income maintenance. Yet in the meantime, teenage pregnancy has become
one of the major factors in poverty, and neither the availability of jobs or of welfare, some of our best-informed poverty
researchers assure us, seems to have had much to do with it.
(Charles Murray argues otherwise, but David Ellwood and
Lawrence Summers dispute him, and in this standoff I will
remain n e ~ t r a l . ~But
) if indeed our policies had little or
nothing to do with this single largest change in the character
of poverty in twenty years, then something else did. And
what could it have been, aside from a change in what was
valued and approved behavior? Weak as this explanation
appears before the power of economic reasoning, it is all that
is available for those who are now trying to deal with this
disastrous development. And if the largest single change in
the character of American poverty escapes economic analysis and large-scale correlations and regressions in our efforts
to understand it, we have a good argument for other kinds of
research on poverty..
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The official measures of poverty in the United States are
based on statistical conventions adopted in the mid-1960s
and modified only slightly since then. By "official," I mean
only that the measures are used and regularly published by
the Census Bureau and have received the blessing of the
guardians of the statistical standards in the Office of Management and Budget. By "statistical conventions," I mean to
convey the notion that our measures are not grounded in
some self-evident principle or expert consensus but are simply a collection of more or less arbitrary and eminently
vulnerable rules. Their most remarkable feature is their
widespread and persistent acceptance by the public and by
those who make and criticize public policies.

The measures
The most widely reported poverty measure is the percentage
of persons in poverty. This is obtained by counting persons
in families and unrelated individuals with annual money
income (as defined by the Census Bureau) below "poverty
thresholds," which vary by family size and composition.
(Although this "poverty rate" is the most commonly cited
measure, separate rates for family units and for unrelated
individuals are also available and were more widely used in
the past.) The poverty thresholds are held constant in "real"
dollars by adjustments reflecting changes in the annual average Consumer Price Index. The data on income and family
status for the annual tabulations come from the March Supplement to the Current Population Survey (CPS), which
estimates annual income for the preceding calendar year for
individuals in sample households at the time of the March
survey.
The association of a binary poverty status (each person is
either in or not in poverty) with the CPS sample permits a
wide range of tables and subgroup poverty rates to be compiled. At least two reports are published each year in the

P-60 (Consumer Income) series of Current Population
Reports. In recent years a "near poverty" status has been
recognized in these tables by counting those whose incomes
are no more than 25 percent above the poverty threshold.
The poverty thresholds now in use, the so-called
"Orshansky" lines,' were the result of multiplying a set of
prescriptive food budget totals developed in the Department
of Agriculture by a factor of 3.0, which represented conventional wisdom (and some evidence) about the share of total
expenditures used for food by those in the lower third of the
income scale.
This rather inelegant but plausible structure of thresholds
replaced an even cruder measure, which simply used $3000
(in 1964) for all family units and $1500 for individuals. The
Orshansky thresholds yielded about the same overall poverty
rates in 1964 as the $3000 measure, but made explicit allowance for the size of family units and their age and sex composition. For whatever reason, or lack of it, the Orshansky
thresholds were adopted and have proved extremely durable
in the face of a great deal of scholarly criticism. No serious
rival has appeared with a combination of sound conceptual
basis and a set of thresholds sufficiently different to make a
change worthwhile. To the extent that alternative derivations
of threshold levels arrive at more or less the same answers,
we can simply add another plausible rationalization for
sticking with the familiar Orshansky lines.
There have been many criticisms of the existing measures of
poverty by those who have considered them carefully,
though few users of the statistics have thought very much
about how they are obtained. Sometimes the criticisms are
focused on the thresholds and sometimes on the income data
that are used with them. Strong arguments have been raised
by Fuchs and others that the thresholds should be "relative"
and move with median income instead of being fixed in real
terms.2 The implicit equivalence scales embodied in the
thresholds for differently composed families have also been
challenged on the ground that the scale effects are not the
same for food and nonfood consumption items. More fundamental reforms have urged separate standards of adequacy
for each major consumption category, e.g., food, housing,
clothing, transportation, medical care; with a rule for
declaring poor any unit below standard in one or more of the
categories.3 Another line of argument seeks to elicit income
or spending norms from the answers to survey questions
about what it takes to "get along" in the current social and
economic environment .4

On the income side, a good deal of current attention is being
given to the issue of nonmoney or in-kind transfers as well as
to deferred benefits such as pensions, both of which are
ignored by the Census money income concept. The pretax
nature of the Census measure has also been criticized. A
persuasive case can be made, most recently by Ruggles and
Ruggles, for using a consumption measure instead of
income for comparison with a poverty threshold that is usually rationalized in terms of the consumption that can be
afforded at the thre~hold.~
The exclusion of assets or liabilities from consideration in the reckoning of disposable
resources is another notable gap in the procedure, and one
can further challenge the easy acceptance of annual income
aggregates instead of flows measured over longer or shorter
periods. The validity of the measures obtained from the
Current Population Survey can also be questioned, particularly in view of the substantial imputations required by the
shortfall in incomes reported, compared to plausible control
total^.^ Even more damaging is the fact that the previous
year's income total for a household may be poorly matched
to the group of persons in the household in March. The
comparison of a poverty threshold based on the March
household composition with the previous year's income of
those persons may yield a highly fictive picture of their
individual or collective experience during that previous
year.

within a single household may be, for many persons, the
wrong time unit or income unit from which to assess current
poverty status.

Deterioration of the measures

In-kind income

These and many other basic criticisms of the poverty measures all have some merit, the amount in each case depending on how one conceives poverty as an abstract condition
and on how far one wants to go in perfecting measures that
can estimate a given concept. But another kind of question is
being asked in this essay. Have our poverty measures
become increasingly out of touch with the one or more
concepts that they seemed reasonably suited for ten years or
so ago?
In a number of important respects they have become worse
as indicators of the material conditions under which our
least fortunate families and individuals try to work out satisfactory lives. As we have seen, the measures themselves
have been based on an array of poverty thresholds that are
"fixed in real terms." We must therefore consider how the
world may have changed to make this fixed strategy less
appropriate. I suggest there are four ways in which the
existing measures have deteriorated. First, the thresholds
themselves have become more remote from the "mainstream" of living levels generally obtained around the
median income. Second, during the past two decades important noncash benefits have been instituted that are not
counted in Census money income. Third, taxes of various
kinds, partly under the impact of nonindexed inflation, have
begun to take an appreciable share of poverty-level incomes,
and this is also ignored by Census money income. Fourth,
the increasing amount of divorce and the generally changed
constellation of household types suggest that annual income

Distance from median income
When the poverty thresholds were first set out, they were,
for the four-person prototype, nearly half of median income
of a family that size. By now they are more like a third. They
have declined substantially relative to the money income
levels commanded by the mainstream. If it is granted that
poverty is properly related to some sort of "distance" from
the prevailing consumption norms-that relative deprivation
is the cause of the many social ills we associate with poverty
in a modem society-then it is probably time for a realignment or even adoption of a more explicitly relative set of
thresholds. (See Kahn's article in this issue.) I sincerely
doubt that the alternative of maintaining a fixed-in-realterms or so-called "absolute" threshold is a viable alternative for a long period-i.e., a half century or more (unless
median income itself stagnates). Assuming some real growth
in living standards, a fixed poverty line will sooner or later
be ignored as silly or irrelevant, and higher standards will be
adopted under some guise.' The only choice is between
gradual and spasmodic adjustment. However one comes out
on that issue, it is about time to make an adjustment that gets
us closer to the relative standards adopted in the 1960s.

Noncash benefits have become a more important resource
for low-income consumption. During the last twenty years,
food stamps, Medicare, and Medicaid have become the most
important, but housing subsidies and employment-related
benefits (largely employer-provided health insurance and
pension contributions) have also grown in coverage and
importance. A substantial literature has been produced
recently dealing with the issue of how these benefits should
. ~ is an easy question for food stamps but is
be v a l ~ e d This
much more difficult for the medical reimbursement programs and retirement entitlements. There is also no agreement as to how far one should go in including such services
as public education, libraries, and other amenities among
the measures available to meet "private" needs. For the most
part no one has yet faced the issue of how the poverty
threshold concept, which was "designed" for comparison
with Census money income, should be adjusted for use with
a more comprehensive measure of resources. Some statistical opportunists appear content to add new resource components without considering any change in the norm of adequacy. Carried to absurdity, this procedure could completely
eliminate poverty on paper by, e.g., attributing the cost of
prison maintenance to the families of convicts or imputing
some reasonable value for keeping the ambient atmosphere
in a breathable condition. In fairness, I would note that the
recent literature has stayed well short of such extremes.
Assuming that some reasonable ground rules can be established, it seems clear that inclusion of some kinds of noncash benefits is overdue. The neglect of much if not most of
the fruit of public policy of the last two decades by our

poverty measures simply cannot be defended. Neither the
gains from expanding such benefits nor the losses from their

sure that can be realized in the CPS data. Alternatively one
could recognize the inherent inadequacies of that approach

recent retrenchment have been reflected. This should be

along with the opportunities afforded by newly available data

corrected even if all of the puzzles about valuation and true
incidence cannot be resolved.

to engage in a more fundamental overhaul of our poverty
measures. While my own inclination goes toward major
overhauls, I do not want to scorn an Orshansky update. That
approach has maintained a high degree of acceptance, and
for a limited but important range of objectives could continue to be almost as good as more elaborate alternatives. It
may be useful here to consider alternative uses of poverty
measures and criteria, because for many purposes a relatively crude measure is quite satisfactory.

Another problem with the use of Census money income is
that it is a pretax measure. Whatever the reasons why the
Census Bureau has opted against estimating posttax or disposable income, it didn't seem to make much difference so
long as there was no income tax levied below the poverty
lines. In recent years, however, the zero-tax point has fallen
below poverty for many families, particularly when state
taxes are considered. This clearly causes an overestimate of
the resources available for regular consumption and should
be corrected (or else the thresholds should be raised to allow
for tax liabilities).
It seems to me that disposable income would be a better
concept for many distributional issues, including poverty.
Relative norms that might be specified as a percentage of the
median income would make more intuitive sense if stated in
terms of the after-tax income that most people are familiar
with.

Demographic change
Much has been made recently of the apparent "feminization" of poverty. A very large proportion of the total poverty
population is in households headed by women, and the share
has grown rapidly in the last decade. But there has also been
an increase in divorce rates and an increase in the number of
"small" households and a concomitant decrease in subfamily units, "undoubling," suggesting a change in dwelling
patterns. The poverty measures implicitly assume that living
separately means living independently. But with the CPS,
we do not measure interhousehold transfers very well. If
these are important, then another source of consumption
power that is becoming more prevalent than it used to be is
being largely overlooked when measuring poverty. Regular
money transfers such as alimony or child support are supposed to be measured in Census money income but are
probably not very reliably estimated. Irregular andlor inkind sources are deliberately excluded. This then is another
example of how a change in demographic patterns may make
a minor flaw in the income measurement conventions into a
more important gap that can bias both measures of level and
change in poverty status.

The uses of poverty measures
It is relatively easy to make a case that the poverty measures
have deteriorated, but the more difficult problem is deciding
how they should be changed. One aim might be to restore to
poverty statistics something like their original meaningproduce a 1985 model of the Orshansky thresholds for comparison with Census money income or some derivative mea-

In this discussion I am primarily concerned with measurement of poverty as a social indicator. By this I mean a
quantitative scale that allows meaningful comparison over
time, among geographical areas, or across groups of individuals defined by economic, social, or demographic characteristics. In such measures a bias that is fairly constant,
even though large, can be tolerated because it is the change
or contrast that is of interest. Some of the problems noted for
the current measures would have produced fairly constant or
minor bias in the absence of change in, e.g., demography or
policy.
Measures based on the nose counts are fine for considering
whether, or where, or for whom, poverty may be getting
better or worse, but as "test scores" for program effectiveness they may have some disadvantages. The reason is that
programs may "play to the test" by selecting persons or
households close to the poverty threshold to receive their
treatment. Many such families will move out of poverty
without any treatment, but the program can claim a rescue
anyway. The same strategy would urge program evaluators
not to select those who are far below the threshold because
they are almost certain to be unable to escape poverty by
themselves and may be either very expensive or very difficult to rescue by a program. This is an inherent drawback of
a nose-count measure relative to, say, a "gap" measure,
which can record any improvement, even if it is insufficient
to raise income over the poverty threshold. Even gap measures can be faulted for giving a constant value to dollar
gains below the threshold and zero for any gains above it.
Again, alternatives can be devised that are more suitable as
explicit targets for antipoverty programs. Perhaps our social
indicators would also be more valuable if they measured
income gaps on some other scale that distinguishes degree of
severity for poverty. In many cases the indices will move
together, but they might distinguish those changes that
reflect improvements for the poorest of the poor.
Poverty measures can also be adopted as eligibility criteria
for public programs. This is one of the most demanding
purposes imaginable. It can almost be said that any criterion
that is capable of mass application to data that are routinely
collected (as in the CPS) is necessarily too crude and
approximate for fair application on a clinical basis. There
are many more considerations relevant both to the "true"
poverty status of a person and to that person's suitability for a

particular program's benefits or other ministrations than can
be covered in a practical poverty statistic. An antipoverty
program may seek to alleviate obstacles to employment by
improving literacy, but it shouldn't rely on the correlation
between poverty and illiteracy to screen out clients. Illiteracy
itself should be the criterion.
An even more doubtful purpose to which poverty measures
may be put is to define benefit levels or maximum benefits on
an across-the-board basis. Well-designed programs should
be sensitive to local variations in prices or other factors and
to differential incentive effects. Some situations should be
treated more or less generously relative to the poverty
threshold in order to achieve related but not identical
objectives-e.g., discouraging migration to high-cost locations or encouraging greater work effort through fractional
benefit-reduction rates. The statistical measures of poverty
should be reserved for after-the-fact and universe-level
assessments and-not for benefit designation.

A strategy for overhauling our poverty
measures
In view of the different possible uses of the poverty indicator, it is probably bad strategy to aim at one all-purpose
measure. It would be nice, or at least orderly, to have all
measures related to one basic abstract notion of what poverty
is, however. Alternative measures of the same notion may be
in order simply because different amounts and kinds of
information are available in different situations. For example
it may be possible to secure much more information in a
"clinical" or program situation than in preparing tabulations
of social indicators from general survey data.
It must be recognized that no measure is going to be perfect
or fair in all uses. At the same time any measurement convention must be regarded as subject to change or revision
when there is a change in the data base on which a measure
is based. Indeed, one of the strongest reasons for reconsidering the poverty measures at this time is the availability of
new income, program, and expenditure data from the Survey of Income and Program Participation (SIPP)9 and the
Consumer Expenditure Survey (CEX).I0 The newly established continuous CEX promises to yield a data base that
will allow research to be carried out on the possibility of
using a consumption measure. Such a measure would avoid
some of the problems inherent in the income measure, such
as the adjustments for assets, liabilities, and changes in
household size. Experience suggests, however that measurement of consumption is relatively expensive, and it does not
seem likely that a shift to consumption standards is feasible
in the near future.
It would be useful as well as standard statistical practice to
maintain the earlier, CPS-based measures for a time to
provide experience with their difference. But both could
be regarded as measures in pursuit of the same abstract
concept.

A proposed strategy is then to enunciate a basic concept that
seems suitable as a description of the goal of existing measures (at least when they were established) besides being
satisfactory as an abstract guide for establishing new and
improved measures. Using that concept, more specific suggestions can be made for exploiting the new surveys and
other opportunities for bringing poverty measures as social
indicators into closer conformity with the abstraction of
poverty.
Consider the following example of an abstract poverty concept on which alternate measures can be based:
Poverty is a shortage of disposable, fungible resources
(measured as a money flow) that prevents regular and
continuous access to the minimal necessities of everyday
life for all members of an economic household (spending
unit).
This concept implies that poverty is to be a matter of
degree-the shortage can be larger or smaller. It supposes
that "minimal necessities of everyday life" will depend on
social norms which surely evolve with the living standards
of the entire society. It places primary importance on consumption levels but recognizes diversities in taste and
requirements that are accommodated in a mixed market
economy by consumer choices constrained by disposable
resource flows. It is not implied that current earnings or even
money income are the only source of such resources, however. It seems to me that this basic concept is consistent both
with the vernacular notion of poverty and with the poverty
measures used for the past twenty years. It is also consistent
with the idea that the existing measures have become less
complete and defensible for reflecting such poverty, as the
world has changed the environment in which they operate.
How can the measures of concept be renewed with the richer
data now available and allowing for the economic, social,
and demographic change of the past two decades? There are
several steps in this process. The first is to reach a pragmatic
consensus on how noncash items should be treated. Some of
these, such as food stamps and modest-sized housing subsidies, are generally as nonconstraining as cash and can be so
regarded at their face value. The medical reimbursement
programs are more difficult, but my earnest suggestion is
that they be ignored whether they are provided by public
programs such as Medicare and Medicaid or by employers
as a part of compensation. It is consistent both with the past
practice and the abstract concept to regard most medical
reimbursements as coverage for extra-ordinary needs. It
places medical "security" in the same category as public
education as having important external effects along with
private benefits. We have managed to understand poverty
fairly well without accounting for educational benefits; we
can do the same with medical benefits. The alternative in
both cases is to make some very dubious calculation of the
"value" of these eminently nonfungible resources to add to
the fungible ones. To be consistent the calculation should be
made for all persons-not just the poor-and in the end one

has a measure that is very remote from anyone's direct experience. There may be a few other noncash programs that

another on the number of months below standard. Periods
shorter or longer than a year could be aggregated or summa-

supply ordinary necessities that could be included, such as

rized. Moreover each of these measures, being associated

energy rebates, but I would urge restraint unless major distortions seem likely.

with an individual, could be tabulated by the individual's
characteristicsor by household or other environmental characteristics.

The problem of accounting for interhousehold private transfers of both cash and "daily needs" such as food and child
care is another matter, and one on which very little progress
has been made. The SIPP and CEX both provide some
information and could provide more, but so far no research
has been done toward including such resources in our poverty or disposable income estimates.
The adoption of an after-tax measure of resources would
have its greatest effect on the higher-income categories, of
course, but unless or until the tax thresholds are raised above
the poverty thresholds, it will also affect the measure of
poverty. The adoption of a disposable-income basis for all
kinds of distributional analysis, including poverty, would be
a major step forward. With the new income surveys it is
possible to measure income on a monthly basis for persons
and the households they occupy. These surveys would provide in each month an estimate of disposable resources that
would include the value of those in-kind benefits which meet
basic everyday needs, transfers in money or in kind from
other households, and a deduction of income taxes paid (or
accrued). Ideally, the tax would include both federal and
state income taxes and perhaps an imputation in states where
sales taxes are used instead of income taxes.
I would also urge that attempts be made to estimate the
consumption value of fully paid-for durable goods and
owner equity in a primary residence. For the older cohorts
particularly, a major part of their daily needs is met by a
fully amortized dwelling and an inventory of durable goods.
By contrast, age-mates lacking such assets but having the
same money income are much worse off in their ability to
afford food, fuel, and clothing purchases. A rule for imputing income to nonearning assets more generally might be
proposed ("rainy day dissaving") in some cases, but this is a
complex issue deserving more study.
With a monthly measure of disposable resources in hand, the
next need is for a poverty threshold that can serve as a
standard. I would suggest a two-phase approach here. First,
the Orshansky structure could be brought up to date by
aligning it with half of the median monthly disposable
resources for nonaged four-person households. The remaining categories represented in the current structure would be
proportionally adjusted. Using this set of monthly thresholds, a "welfare ratio" could be calculated for each household by dividing its disposable resources by the threshold.
This ratio could also be attributed to each member of the
household as a measure of individual resource adequacy.
Second, using individual monthly indicators of the adequacy
of resources, an analyst could construct a variety of measures of poverty. One could be based on 12-month averages,

More elaborate indicators could also be developed from the
basic monthly data. The household resource deficiency or
"gap" could be shared out to individuals and then summarized as an indicator of the severity of a person's poverty.
Functions of the welfare ratio which reflect a sharply
increasing hazard as income is proportionally more deficient
could also be devised and could provide a better criterion for
evaluating antipoverty policies than the existing nose-count
indicators.
For purposes of program eligibility or benefit determination,
the specific measures proposed above would be almost as
bad as the present ones. The abstract principle could be
interpreted and applied in some cases using the more
detailed and "intimate" evidence of resource deficiency that
may be available in a more clinical or programmatic setting,
but the earlier stipulation against routine adoption of the
indicators still holds.
In the longer run the thresholds themselves may require
further reconsideration. Research is being carried on to
assess the merit of survey-based expressions of consumption
and income norms." These techniques may eventually provide a sound and broadly acceptable basis for setting the
level of norms as well as the structure of equivalences
needed to cover the full range of household situations. But at
the present time results are too preliminary and tentative for
early adoption.

Conclusion
There are several ways in which the much criticized but
quite durable poverty measures have deteriorated since 1965
as measures of general capacity to consume at the social
minimum. Because there is also an opportunity to bring new
kinds of data into the measure, now is an especially good
time to consider how the measures might be changed. It
appears that most of the weaknesses can be corrected and
our poverty measures enriched without doing major violence to the intuitive and vernacular notion of what it means
to be "poor.".
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From Introduction by Sheldon H. Danziger and Daniel H. Weinberg to
Fighting Poverty: What Works and What Doesn't:l
In 1964 no official estimates of the nature or extent of poverty in the United States existed, nor was poverty a focus of
government studies or programs. In the aftermath of the
Great Depression of the 1930s, poverty commanded little
academic attention and few legislative initiatives explicitly
designed to aid the poor were proposed. The situation
changed dramatically in the 1960s. John Kennedy, influenced by the poverty he observed while campaigning in West
Virginia and by contemporary accounts of the plight of the
poor, directed his Council of Economic Advisers to study
the problem. After Kennedy's assassination, Lyndon Johnson accelerated the work of the Council and, in his first State
of the Union speech in January 1964, declared war on poverty. Shortly thereafter he announced a set of companion
programs designed to enhance the general welfare and create
the Great Society.
In the next decade, as a result of these initiatives, new
programs were introduced and old programs were expanded;
the emphasis of the federal budget shifted from military
spending toward social welfare spending. The prevailing
view during that period was optimistic. . . .

nities for the able-bodied poor to earn their way out of
poverty. We had nevertheless learned enough from this experience to reorient antipoverty policy. A second view argued
that social spending had grown too large and had become a
drag on economic growth. Income poverty had been "virtually eliminated," but work incentives had been eroded for
both the poor and the rich, and the incentive to save had been
weakened. As a result, these programs should be scaled
back or eliminated. By 1982 the latter view had become
official policy: "With the coming of the Great Society, government began eating away at the underpinnings of the private enterprise system. The big taxers and big spenders in
the Congress had started a binge that would slowly change
the nature of our society and, even worse, it threatened the
character of our people . . . By the time the full weight of
Great Society programs was felt, economic progress for
America's poor had come to a tragic halt" (Reagan, 1982).
Rather than ask what government could do for the poor,
official policy now emphasized what it could not accomplish
and how it could be counterproductive.

That optimism soured as the war in Vietnam replaced the
War on Poverty in the headlines and helped destroy faith in
the government's ability to solve any problem. Arguments
that social problems could not be solved by "throwing
money" at them and that the antipoverty attempts had failed
were increasingly popular.

In 1984, twenty years after the declaration of War on Poverty, the facts were clear-social spending had increased
rapidly in real terms and as a percentage of the Gross
National Product (GNP), yet poverty as officially measured
had declined little. But these facts do not speak for themselves. Simple comparisons of spending trends and poverty
trends obscure the diversity of the poverty population and
the complexity of evaluating government policies.

By the late 1970s two revisionist views were heard. One
suggested that even though the earlier efforts had reduced
measured poverty, they had not provided sufficient opportu-

Doesn't (Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 1986), pp. 1-2.
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Rockefeller Foundations.

U.S. Government Memomndurn, March 14,1966
Prom: Joseph A. Kershaw, Director, Division of Research,
Plans, Programs, and Evaluation, OEO
To: Sargent Shriver, Director, OEO
" m e Instihtte] is expected to be an interdisciplinary effort
ranging broadly aver the economics, sociology, and psychology of population groups in the United States characterized by low income, Edmiiy disintegration, poor housing,
etc. . . The Institute will bring together a staff and facilities of the highest caliber in order to carry out its objectives
and will attract and give freedom for research and study to
the most imaginative and creative talents that can be brought
to bear on the problems of poverty."

.

"The committee concludes that the Institute for Research on
F'overty has been an exceptionally successful vehicle for
support of research by the federal government. Important
government objectives have at least in substantial part been
realized by its support: maintenance of a highquality, sustained, cumulative program of research on pcnrerty, ptoduetion of knowledge that has influenced policy, and the allocation of research effort to important topics that OEO or HEW
might not otherwise have studied." @. 33)
"The committee concludes that the Institute for Research on
Poverty has subswtiatly enhanced the amount of highquality poverty research being done. A great deal of research
on poverty is being done at the Institute, and on the basis of
our own review and those of the writers of our commissioned papers, . . . we conclude that much of it is M y
distinguished work." (pa37)
National Academy of Sciences,

Evaluuting Fedelzll Supportfor Poverty Research
(Washington, D.C.: Natlond Academy of Sciences, 1979)

Doctorates resulting from poverty-related research
(major professors are in parentheses)
Christian M. Alaouze, Economics, 1982 (G. Chamberlain),
"An Empirical Comparison of Some Methods in the Statistical Analysis of Data on the Duration of Unemployment and
Employment"
James Alm, Economics, 1980 (R. Haveman), "Intergovernmental
Grants and Social Welfare"
Ronald Angel, Sociology, 1981 (J. Sweet), "Health and Health
Care Utilization: A Comparison of the Impact of Race and
Hispanic Ethnicity"
Robert B. Avery, Economics, 1979 (E. Smolensky), "Racial Differences in Consumer Debt Holdings: The Impacts of Direct
and Indirect Screening"
Burt S. Barnow, Economics, 1973 (G. Cain), "Effects of Head
Start and Socioeconomic Status on Cognitive Development of
Disadvantaged Children"
Timothy Bates, Economics, 1972 (D. Hester), "An Econometric
Study of Black Capitalism: Feasibility, Profitability, and Financial Soundness"
John Belknap, Agricultural Economics, 1979 (W. Saupe), "Human
Capital Accumulation by Rural Poor Farmers with Respect to
Variation in Family Income"
Marc Bendick, Jr., Economics, 1975 (B. Weisbrod), "Essays on
Education as a Three-Sector Industry"
David Berry, Economics, 1984 (L. Hansen), "The Effects of Youth
Employment Opportunities and Public-School Per-Pupil
Expenditure on High School and College Enrollment"
David Betson, Economics, 1980 (E. Smolensky), "Labor Supply
Functions and Their Implicit Expenditure Functions: Theoretical Derivation and Application in Microsimulation"

Mickey L. Burnim, Economics, 1977 (E. Smolensky), "Comparative Rates of Return to Black College Graduates: The Black vs.
the Nonblack Schools"
Richard Campbell, Sociology, 1973 (R. Hauser), "Social Class
and College Graduation: A Replication and Extension"
Judith Cassetty, Social Work, 1977 (I. Garfinkel), "Child Support
and Public Policy"
Gregory Christainsen, Economics, 1981 (R. Haveman), "Sheltered
Workshops for the Disabled: An Analysis of Their Efficiency
and the Determinants of Their Wage Structure"
Sandra Christensen, Economics, 1972 (A. Goldberger), "Income
Maintenance and the Labor Supply"
Alan Cohen, Economics, 1979 (R. Haveman), "Economics, Marital Instability and Race"
Joseph Cordes, Economics, 1977 (B. Weisbrod), "Efficiency and
Equity Impacts of Compensation for Losses Imposed by Government Activities"
Anna Craig, Economics, 1972 (E. Smolensky), "Urban Renewal:
Three Redistributive Relationships: A Case Study of Hyde Park
A and Hyde Park B"
David Crawford, Economics, 1979 (G. Cain), "Estimating Models
of Earnings from Truncated Samples"
Michael R. Daley, Social Work, 1983 (M. Sosin), "Social Work
Advocacy in the Juvenile Court: An Exploratory Study of Interventive Strategies"
Robert E. Dalrymple, Economics, 1980 (E. Smolensky), "The
Sensitivity of Measured Comprehensive Income Inequality to
Aggregation, Reranking and Underreporting"
Thomas Daymont, Sociology, 1978 (R. Hauser), "Parameters of
Racial Discrimination in the Late 1960s"

William Bielby, Sociology, 1976 (R. Hauser), "Response Errors in
Models of the Intergenerational Transmission of Socioeconomic Status"

Martin Dooley, Economics, 1977 (G. Cain), "An Analysis of the
Labor Supply and Fertility of Married Women with Grouped
Data from the 1970 U.S. Census"

David B. Bills, Sociology, 1981 (W. Sewell), "Correspondence
Theories of School and Work: Theoretical Critique and Empirical Assessment"

Nancy Dunton, Sociology, 1979 (D. Featherman), "Occupational
and Marital Mobility: Alternative Pathways of Social Mobility?"

Patricia Bonnet-Brunnich. Social Work, 1984 (S. Danziger), "Perceptions of Fairness in Social Security Retirement Benefits"

Merle T. Edwards-Orr, Social Work, 1982 (I. Piliavin), "Organizational and Client Determinants of Client Satisfaction in Public
Welfare"

George R. Boyer, Economics, 1982 (J. Williamson), "The Economic Role of the English Poor Law, 1780-1834"
Eric S. Brown, Economics, 1973 (M. David), "The Effects of
Income Expectations on Housing Purchase and Consumption
Decisions"
Robert X. Browning, Political Science, 1981 (I. Sharkansky),
"Political and Economic Predictors of Policy Outcomes: U.S.
Social Welfare Policy, 1947-1977"
Kenneth R. Bryson, Sociology, 1972 (H. Winsborough), "Industrialization and the Occupational Composition of the Nonagricultural Labor Force"

Dorothy Ellegaard, Sociology, 1975 (J. Sweet), "Intergenerational
Transmission of Economic Status: Parental Income, Education,
and Early Career Earnings among 1957 Male Wisconsin High
School Graduates"
Diane Felmlee, Sociology, 1980 (A. Ssrensen), "Women's Job
Transitions: A Dynamic Analysis of Job Mobility and Job
Leaving"
Peter Fisher, Economics, 1978 (R. Lampman), "Circuit-Breaker
Property Tax Relief Programs: An Analysis of Their Rationale
and Design"

John Fitzgerald, Economics, 1983 (M. David), "Life Insurance
Demand and Bequests in a Household with Two Earners:
Model and Evidence from a Sample of Married Couples"

Joseph V. Hotz, Economics, 1980 (G. Cain), "A Theoretical and
Empirical Model of Fertility and Married Women's Allocation
of Time over the Life Cycle"

Neil Fligstein, Sociology, 1978 (H. Winsborough), "Migration
from Counties of the South 1900-1950: A Social, Historical and
Demographic Account"

Robert Hutchens, Economics, 1976 (H. Watts), "State Policy
Parameters and Recipient Behavior in the AFDC Transfer
System"

Marc Freiman, Economics, 1976 (G. Cain), "Empirical Tests of
Dual Labor Market Theory and Hedonic Measures of Occupational Attainment"

George H. Jakubson, Economics, 1983 (G. Chamberlain), "Unobserved Heterogeneity in Labor Economics: Applications of
Panel Data Techniques"

Rosemary I. Gartner, Sociology, 1985 (H. Erlanger), "The Perceived Risks and Returns of Crime: An Individual-Level Panel
Study of Deterrence"

Helen Jensen, Agricultural Economics, 1980 (W. Saupe), "Health
Insurance in Rural Areas"

Jennifer Gerner, Economics, 1974 (G. Cain), "Economic Implications of Treating Maternity Leave as a Temporary Disability"

Janet L. Johnson, Economics, 1980 (G. Cain), 'A Job Search
Model of Household Unemployment Behavior"

Robert Gitter, Economics, 1978 (G. Cain), "A Simultaneous Equation Model of the Labor Force Participation Rate of Prime Age
Males"

Linda Jones, Social Work, 1984 (S. Berlin), "The Employment
and Welfare Use of Women Who Lose Aid to Families with
Dependent Children When Their Youngest Child Is No Longer
Eligible for Benefits Because of Age"

Jennifer Glass, Sociology, 1983 (A. Sarensen), "When Less Is
More: A Cross-Sectional Analysis of Women's Job Satisfaction"

Walter Jones, Political Science, 1980 (P. Eisinger), "On the Basis
of Knowledge: The Use of Program Evaluations in Federal
Compensatory Education Policymaking"

Steven Gortmaker, Sociology, 1977 (H. Winsborough), "Stratification, Health Care, and Infant Mortality in the United States"

Arne Kalleberg, Sociology, 1975 (A. Sarensen), "Work Values,
Job Rewards and Job Satisfaction: A Theory of the Quality of
Work Experience"

Eileen Gram, Economics, 1975 (E. Smolensky), "How to Raise
Women's Wage: An Evaluation of a Women's Liberation Proposal within the Context of a General Equilibrium Model"
Morley Gunderson, Economics, 1971 (L. Hansen), "Determinants
of Individual Success in On-the-Job Training: An Econometric
Analysis"
Robert Hamrin, Economics, 1972 (R. Haveman), "Performance
Contracting in Education: An Economic Analysis of the 197071 OEO Experiment"
Robert Hanneman, Sociology, 1979 (M. Aiken), "Inequality and
Development in Britain, France and Germany from 1850 to
1970: A Political Sociological Approach"
David Harrington, Economics, 1984 (M. David), "An Intertemporal Model of Housing Demand"
Alexander Hicks, Sociology, 1979 (M. Aiken), "The Political
Economy of Redistribution: The Case of the American States,
1929-1976"
Robert C. Hill, Sociology, 1973 (R. Alford), "Urban Income
Inequality"
Randy Hodson, Sociology, 1980 (R. Hauser), "The Social Impact
of Industrial Structure on Working Conditions"
Dennis Hogan, Sociology, 1976 (D. Featherman), "The Passage of
American Men from Family of Orientation to Family of Procreation: Patterns, Timing, and Determinants"
Kevin Hollenbeck, Economics, 1976 (R. Haveman), "The
Employment and Earnings Incidence of the Regulation of Air
Pollution: A Policy Evaluation Model"
Janet Holtzblatt, Economics, 1984 (R. Lampman), "The Effects of
Plant Closings on Workers' Earnings and Transfer Receipts"
Harold Hotchkiss, Sociology, 1976 (K. Taeuber), "A Study of
Factors That Affect Interurban Migration Streams: A
Conceptual-Statistical Model and Regression Analysis"

Richard Kaluzny, Economics, 1973 (J. Williamson), "The Determinants of Household Migration: The Poor and the Nonpoor"
Robert Kaufman, Sociology, 1981 (S. Spilerman), "Racial Discrimination and Labor Market Segmentation"
Stuart Kerachsky, Economics, 1975 (L. Bawden), "Employment
Decisions Involving Two Labor Markets"
Mark Kleczewski, Social Work, 1986 (S. Danziger), "The Aid to
Families with Dependent Children-Unemployed Parent Program in Wisconsin: Determinants of Caseload Size"
Douglas Klegon, Sociology, 1975 (H. Erlanger), "Lawyers and the
Social Structure: An Historical Analysis of the Role of Professionalization among Lawyers in the United States"
James Kluegel, Sociology, 1975 (D. Featherman), "Job Authority
and Social Inequality"
Joel Lazinger, Sociology, 1973 (D. Johnson), "The Correlates for
Instrumental Organizational Membership and Political Awareness and Activity of Low-Income People"
A. James Lee, Economics, 1976 (B. Weisbrod), "The Economics
of Compulsory Schooling"
Myunghoon Lee, Economics, 1982 (E. Smolensky), "Levels of
Living in the Sixties: A Decade of Change"
Youn Ho Lee, Economics, 1984 (R. Haveman), "The Effect of the
New Jobs Tax Credit on Employment, Price and Output of the
Manufacturing Industries"
John Leigh, Economics, 1978 (M. David), "Earnings, Risk, and
the Wage Structure of Industry"
Donald L. Lerman, Economics, 1980 (E. Smolensky), "The Economics of Public School Closings"
Abraham Leslau, Sociology, 1979 (D. Featherman), "Evaluation
of and Satisfaction with Socioeconomic Achievement"

Russell Lidman, Agricultural Economics, 1972 (L. Bawden),
"The Distribution of Benefits of Major Agricultural Commodity Programs: A Case Study of 1969"

Ann Nichols-Casebolt, Social Work, 1984 (I. Garfinkel), "The
Impact of Income Support on Recipient's Psychological WellBeing: Income-Tested Versus Non-Income-Tested Programs"

Steven M. Long, Economics, 1975 (B. Weisbrod), "Essays on the
Voluntary Finance of Collective Consumption Goods"

Linda Nilson, Sociology, 1974 (W. Sewell), "The Occupational
and Sex-Related Components of Social Standing"

Kevin McCarthy, Sociology, 1978 (J. Sweet), "A Study of Economic Development, Urban Structure, and Family Income Patterns in Metropolitan America"

Donald T. Oellerich, Social Work, 1984 (I. Garfinkel), "The
Effects of Potential Child Support Transfers on Wisconsin
AFDC Costs, Caseloads and Recipient Well-Being"

Thomas McDonald, Social Work, 1977 (I. Piliavin), "Separation
of Services and Income Maintenance in AFDC"

David Olson, Political Science, 1971 (M. Edelman), "Racial Violence and City Politics: The Political Response to Civil Disorders in Three American Cities"

Henry M. McMillan, Economics, 1982 (M. Rothschild), "Essays
in the Economics of Pensions"
Steven L. McMurtry, Social Work, 1985 (M. Sosin), "Automated
Information Management in Substitute Care for Children: A
Study of Contributions to Planning, Review and Case Outcomes"
Charles Mallar, Economics, 1975 (G. Cain), "The Effects of
Income Maintenance on the Productive Activities of Young
Adults"
Timothy Maloney, Economics, 1983 (G. Cain), "The Cyclical
Labor Supply Response of Married Women and Disequilibrium
Unemployment"

Luther Otto, Sociology, 1973 (D. Featherman), "Early Career
Alienation and Socioeconomic Attainments of a Rural Population"
Lynn Paringer, Economics, 1978 (L. Hansen), "Determinants of
Work Loss and Physician Utilization for Specific Illnesses"
Wankyu Park, Economics, 1985 (E. Smolensky), "An Empirical
Analysis of the Efficient Provision of a Public Good"
Trond Petersen, Sociology, 1986 (A. Ssrensen), "Incentives and
Wage Inequality "
Michael Podgursky, Economics, 1980 (J. Williamson), "Trade
Unions and Income Inequality"

Rebecca Maynard, Economics, 1975 (L. Bawden), 'An Analysis of
the Home Environmental Determinants of School Performance"

Dale Poirier, Economics, 1973 (D. Aigner), "Application of Spline
Functions in Economics"

Mark E. Meitzen, Economics, 1982 (G. Cain), "An Empirical
Analysis of Worker Quits and Discharges"

Mitchell Post, Economics, 1984 (M. David), "An Analysis of an
Economy with Tax Arbitrage: Consequences for Saving and
Investment and Vertical Equity"

Teresa J. Menke, Economics, 1984 (J. Williamson), "Economic
Welfare and Urban Disamenities, 1940-1976"
David F. Merriman, Economics, 1982 (B. Weisbrod), "The Effect
of Tax and Expenditure Limitations on the Size and Allocation
of Municipal Budgets"
Olivia Mitchell, Economics, 1978 (G. Cain), "The Postwar Labor
Supply of Nonmarried and Married Women"
Franklin Monfort, Sociology, 1980 (A. Ssrensen), "Job Satisfaction and Its Determinants in the Experience of Young Workers:
Cross-Sectional and Longitudinal Analyses"
Mark Montgomery, Economics, 1982 (R. Haveman), "Individual
Firm Response to Marginal Employment Subsidies"
Marilyn L. Moon, Economics, 1974 (R. Haveman), "The Economic Welfare of the Aged: A Measure of Economic Status and
an Analysis of Federal Programs"
James R. Moran, Social Work, 1985 (I. Garfinkel), "Child Support and AFDC: Potential Impacts on Welfare Costs and Poverty "
Charles Mueller, Sociology, 1973 (R. Hauser), "City Effects on
Socioeconomic Achievements"
John Myles, Sociology, 1977 (A. Sorensen), "Institutionalizing the
Elderly: An Empirical Assessment of the Sociology of Total
Institutions"

Irene Powell, Economics, 1985 (L. Weiss), "Effect of Reducing
Manufacturing Concentration on the Distribution of Income: A
Simulation"
Henry Raimondo, Economics, 1976 (R. Haveman), "The Expenditure and Tax Implications of Alternative Finance Schemes for
Wisconsin Public Schools"
Mark Rank, Sociology, 1984 (E. Thomson), "The Dynamics of
Welfare Utilization: A Longitudinal Analysis of Households
Receiving Public Assistance"
Wendy Rayack, Economics, 1984 (R. Haveman), "The Distributional Impacts of Recessions: An Analysis of EarningsSensitivity by Long-Run Family Income Class"
Philip Robins, Economics, 1971 (S. Morley), "A Theory and Test
of Housing Market Behavior"
Rachel Rosenfeld, Sociology, 1976 (A. Ssrensen), "Women's
Employment Patterns and Occupational Achievements"
Paul Schervish, Sociology, 1980 (A. Ssrensen), "Vulnerability and
Power in Market Relations: The Structural Determinants of
Unemployment "
Jerald A. Schiff, Economics, 1984 (B. Weisbrod), "Charitable
Contributions of Money and Time: The Role of Government
Policies"

Lyle M. Nelson, Economics, 1984 (E. Smolensky), "The Welfare
Effects of a Shift from Income to Commodity Taxation"

Mark Schlesinger, Economics, 1984 (B. Weisbrod), "Public, ForProfit and Private Nonprofit Enterprises: A Study of Mixed
Industries"

Harriet Newburger, Economics, 1984 (E. Smolensky), "Discrimination by Real Estate Brokers in Response to White Prejudice"

Paul Schollaert, Sociology, 1973 (K. Taeuber), "The Wage Impact
of Blue-Collar Union Membership"

Saul Schwartz, Economics, 1981 (E. Smolensky), "A Model of
Household Headship, Economic Well-Being and the Distribution of Income"
Ronald Sepanik, Economics, 1979 (E. Smolensky), "The Income
Tax Advantage to Owner-Occupancy: A New Approach to an
Old Issue"

Books sponsored by IRP

Russell Settle, Economics, 1974 (B. Weisbrod), "The Welfare
Economics of Occupational Safety and Health Standards"
Yossi Jonathan Shavit-Streifler, Sociology, 1983 (D. Featherman),
"Tracking in Israeli Education: Its Consequences for Ethnic
Inequalities in Educational Attainment"
Gad Shifron, Economics, 1972 (R. Lampman), "Financing Preschool Child Care via Income-conditioned Subsidies"
John Simonson, Economics, 1972 (E. Smolensky), "The Determinants of Changes in the Allocation of Hospital Service Capacity: A Study in Policy Theory"
Ada Skyles, Social Work, 1983 (C. Ahrons), "Selected Variables
Affecting Stepparent Perception of Dyadic Adjustment in
Remarriage"
Timothy Smeeding, Economics, 1975 (R. Haveman), "Measuring
the Economic Welfare of Low-Income Households and the
Antipoverty Effectiveness of Cash and Noncash Transfer Programs"
Kenneth Spenner, Sociology, 1977 (D. Featherman), "From Generation to Generation: The Transmission of Occupation"
Verdon S. Staines, Economics, 1981 (R. Haveman), "Seven
Events' Effects on Families' Earnings, Transfer Incomes, and
Economic Well-Being "
Eugene Steuerle, Economics, 1975 (R. Lampman), "Expected
Rates of Return on Savings Portfolios: The Variance across
Socioeconomic Classes"
B. K. Swartz, Economics, 1976 (D. Nichols), "Screening in the
Labor Market: A Case Study"
William Tidwell, Social Work, 1977 (I. Piliavin), "Income Maintenance and the Use of Social Services: An Experimental Study"
Richard Toikka, Economics, 1971 (G. Cain), "Supply Responses of
the Unemployed: A Probability Model of Reemployment"
Fehmi Insan Tunali, Economics, 1985 (A. Goldberger), "Migration, Earnings and Selectivity: From Theory to Fact-Evidence
from Turkey, 1963-73"
Mary Vishner, Sociology, 1984 (A. Sorensen), "The Workers of
the State and the State of State Workers: ;9 Comparison of Public
and Private Employment in Norway' "
Donald Waldman, Economics, 1979 (A. Goldberger), "The Time
Allocation of Young Men"
Jennifer Warlick, Economics, 1979 (G. Cain), "An Empirical
Analysis of Participation in the Supplemental Security Income
Program among Aged Eligible Persons"
Nancy Wentzler, Economics, 1978 (L. Hansen), "Equality of Educational Opportunity and the Distribution of State Aid to School
Districts"
Michael Wiseman, Economics, 1972 (D. Hester), "An Essay on
Household Investment"
Douglas Youngday, Economics, 1978 (B. Weisbrod), "Voluntary
Provision of Public Goods: A Theory of Donations"

Allen, Vernon L., Psychological Factors in Poverty. Chicago:
Markham, 1970.
Barth, Michael C., George J. Carcagno, and John L. Palmer, with
an overview paper by Irwin Garfinkel, Toward an Effective
Income Support System: Problems, Prospects, and Choices.
Madison, Wis.: IRP, 1974.
Bates, Timothy, and William Bradford, Financing Black Economic
Development. New York: Academic Press, 1979.
Borjas, George J., and Marta Tienda, eds., Hispanics in the U S .
Economy. New York: Academic Press, 1985.
Burkhauser, Richard V., and Robert H. Haveman, Disability and
Work: The Economics of American Policy. Baltimore: The Johns
Hopkins University Press, 1982.
Burkhauser, Richard V., and Karen C. Holden, eds., A Challenge
to Social Security: The Changing Roles of Women and Men in
American Sociery. New York: Academic Press, 1982.
Cain, Glen G., and Harold W. Watts, eds., Income Maintenance
and Labor Supply: Econometric Studies. New York: Academic
Press, 1973.
Danziger, Sheldon H., and Daniel H. Weinberg, eds., Fighting
Poverty: What Works and What Doesn't. Cambridge, Mass.:
Harvard University Press, 1986.
Davis, James W., Jr., and Kenneth M. Dolbeare, Little Groups of
Neighbors: The Selective Service System. Chicago: Markham,
1968.
Edelman, Murray, Political Language: Words That Succeed and
Policies That Fail. New York: Academic Press, 1977.
Edelman, Murray, Politics as Symbolic Action: Mass Arousal and
Quiescence. Chicago: Markham, 1971.
Eisinger, Peter K., Patterns of Interracial Politics: Conflict and
Cooperation in the City. New York: Academic Press, 1976.
Eisinger, Peter K., lke Politics of Displacement: Racial and Ethnic
Transition in Three American Cities. New York: Academic
Press, 1980.
Garfinkel, Irwin, ed., Income-Tested Transfer Programs: The Case
For and Against. New York: Academic Press, 1982.
Garfinkel, Irwin, and Robert H. Haveman, with the assistance of
David Betson, Earnings Capacity, Poverty, and Inequality. New
York: Academic Press, 1977.
Golladay, Fredrick L., and Robert H. Haveman, with the assistance of Kevin Hollenbeck, The ~ c o n o m i cImpacts of TaxTransfer Policy: Regional and Distributional Effects. New
York: Academic Press, 1977.
Handler, Joel F., The Coercive Social Worker: British Lessons for
American Social Services. Chicago: Markham, 1973.
Handler, Joel F., Protecting the Social Service Client: Legal and
Structural Controls on OfJicial Discretion. New York: Academic Press, 1979.

Handler, Joel F., Social Movements and the Legal System: A Theory of Law Reform and Social Change. New York: Academic
Press, 1979.

Masters, Stanley H., and Irwin Garfinkel, Estimating the Labor
Supply Effects of Income Maintenance Alternatives. New York:
Academic Press, 1977.

Handler, Joel F., and Ellen Jane Hollingsworth, The "Deserving
Poor ":A Study of WelfareAdministration. New York: Academic
Press, 1971.

Metcalf, Charles E., An Econometric Model of the Income Distribution. Chicago: Markham, 1972.

Handler, Joel F., Ellen Jane Hollingsworth, and Howard S.
Erlanger, Lawyers and the Pursuit of Legal Rights. New York:
Academic Press, 1978.
Handler, Joel F., and Michael Sosin, Last Resorts: Emergency
Assistance and Special Needs Program in Public Welfare. New
York: Academic Press, 1983.
Haveman, Robert H., ed., A Decade of Federal Antipoverty Programs: Achievements, Failures, and Lessons. New York: Academic Press, 1977.
Haveman, Robert H . , Poverty Policy and Poverty Research,
1965-1980. Madison: The University of Wisconsin Press,
forthcoming.
Haveman, Robert H., Victor Halberstadt, and Richard V.
Burkhauser, Public Policy toward Disabled Workers: CrossNational Analyses of Economic Impacts. Ithaca, N. Y. : Cornell
University Press, 1984.
Haveman, Robert H., and Kevin Hollenbeck, eds., Microeconomic
Simulation Models for Public Policy Analysis, Volume 1: Distributional Impacts, Yolume 2: Sectoral, Regional, and Geneml
Equilibrium Models. New York: Academic Press, 1980.
Kershaw, David, and Jerilyn Fair, The New Jersey IncomeMaintenance Experiment, Volume I; Opemtions, Surveys, and
Administration. New York: Academic Press, 1976.
Lampman, Robert J., Ends and Means of Reducing Income Poverty. Chicago: Markham, 1971.
Lampman, Robert J., Social Welfare Spending: Accounting for
Changesfrom 1950 to 1978. New York: Academic Press, 1984.
Leigh, Duane E., An Analysis of the Determinants of Occupational
Upgrading. New York: Academic Press, 1978.
Lurie, Irene, ed., Integmting Income Maintenance Progmms. New
York: Academic Press, 1975.
MacDonald, Maurice, Food, Stamps, and Income Maintenance.
New York: Academic Press, 1978.
Masters, Stanley H., Black- White Income Differentials: Empirical
Studies and Policy Implications. New York: Academic Press,
1975.

Moon, Marilyn, The Measurement of Economic Welfare: Its Application to the Aged Poor. New York: Academic Press, 1977.
Moon, Marilyn, and Eugene Smolensky, eds., Improving Measures of Economic Well-Being. New York: Academic Press,
1977.
Orr, Larry L., Income, Employment, and Urban Residential Location. New York: Academic Press, 1975.
Orr, Larry L., Robinson G. Hollister, and Myron J. Lefcowitz,
eds., with the assistance of Karen Hester, Income Maintenance:
Interdisciplinary Approaches to Research. Chicago: Markham,
1971.
Plotnick, Robert D., and Felicity Skidmore, Progress against Poverty: A Review of the 1964-1974 Decade. New York: Academic
Press, 1975.
Reynolds, Morgan, and Eugene Smolensky, Public Expenditures,
Tares, and the Distribution of Income: The United States, 1950,
1961,1970. New York: Academic Press, 1977.
Sosin, Michael, Private Benefits: Material Assistance in the Private Sector. Orlando, Fla.: Academic Press, 1986.
van der Gaag, Jacques, and Mark Perlman, eds., Health, Economics, and Health Economics. Contributions to Economic Analysis, no. 137. Amsterdam: North-Holland, 1981.
Watts, Harold W., and Albert Rees, eds., The New Jersey IncomeMaintenance Experiment, Volume 11: Labor-Supply Responses.
New York: Academic Press, 1977.
Watts, Harold W., and Albert Rees, eds., The New Jersey IncomeMaintenance Experiment, Volume 111: Expenditures, Health,
and Social Behavior, and the Quality of the Evidence. New
York: Academic Press, 1977.
Williams, Frederick, ed., Language and Poverty: Perspectives on a
Theme. Chicago: Markham, 1970.
Williamson, Jeffrey G., and Peter H. Lindert, American Inequality: A Macroeconomic History. New York: Academic Press,
1980.
Wright, Erik Olin, Class Structure and Income Determination.
New York: Academic Press, 1979.
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